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NATIONAL CYBERSECURITY CENTER OF EXCELLENCE
The National Cybersecurity Center of Excellence (NCCoE), a part of the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST), is a collaborative hub where industry organizations, government agencies, and
academic institutions work together to address businesses’ most pressing cybersecurity issues. This
public-private partnership enables the creation of practical cybersecurity solutions for specific
industries, as well as for broad, cross-sector technology challenges. Through consortia under
Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs), including technology partners—from
Fortune 50 market leaders to smaller companies specializing in information technology (IT) security—
the NCCoE applies standards and best practices to develop modular, easily adaptable example
cybersecurity solutions using commercially available technology. The NCCoE documents these example
solutions in the NIST Special Publication 1800 series, which maps capabilities to the NIST Cyber Security
Framework and details the steps needed for another entity to recreate the example solution. The NCCoE
was established in 2012 by NIST in partnership with the State of Maryland and Montgomery County,
Md.
To learn more about the NCCoE, visit https://www.nccoe.nist.gov/. To learn more about NIST, visit
https://www.nist.gov.

NIST CYBERSECURITY PRACTICE GUIDES
NIST Cybersecurity Practice Guides (Special Publication Series 1800) target specific cybersecurity
challenges in the public and private sectors. They are practical, user-friendly guides that facilitate the
adoption of standards-based approaches to cybersecurity. They show members of the information
security community how to implement example solutions that help them align more easily with relevant
standards and best practices, and provide users with the materials lists, configuration files, and other
information they need to implement a similar approach.
The documents in this series describe example implementations of cybersecurity practices that
businesses and other organizations may voluntarily adopt. These documents do not describe regulations
or mandatory practices, nor do they carry statutory authority.

ABSTRACT
Privileged account management (PAM) is a domain within identity and access management (IdAM) that
focuses on monitoring and controlling the use of privileged accounts. Privileged accounts include local
and domain administrative accounts, emergency accounts, application management, and service
accounts. These powerful accounts provide elevated, often nonrestricted, access to the underlying IT
resources and technology, which is why external and internal malicious actors seek to gain access to
them. Hence, it is critical to monitor, audit, control, and manage privileged account usage. Many
organizations, including financial sector companies, face challenges in managing privileged accounts.
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The goal of this project is to demonstrate a PAM capability that effectively protects, monitors, and
manages privileged account access, including life-cycle management, authentication, authorization,
auditing, and access controls.

KEYWORDS
Access control, auditing, authentication, authorization, life-cycle management, multifactor
authentication, PAM, privileged account management, provisioning management
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93

1 Summary

94
95
96
97
98

Financial organizations rely on privileged accounts to enable authorized users, such as systems
administrators, to perform essential duties that ordinary users are not authorized to perform [1]. For
example, system administrators use privileged “super user” accounts to manage information technology
(IT) infrastructures and resources or to access high-value applications (e.g., payment systems,
accounting systems) and core systems (e.g., human resources, database access, access control).

99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109

Despite being the “keys to the kingdom,” these privileged accounts rarely receive direct oversight or
technical control of how they are used. The lack of oversight and technical control poses a substantial
operational and financial risk for organizations. If used improperly, privileged accounts can cause much
damage, including data theft, espionage, sabotage, or ransom—often without notice. Privilege misuse is
a major contributor of reported cyber incidents, with estimates as much as 80 percent of all data
breaches [2]. Malicious external actors can gain unauthorized access to privileged accounts through
various techniques, including leveraging stolen credentials, malware, social engineering schemes, or
default passwords. In addition, there are occasional instances of disgruntled employees who abuse their
accounts, even after they have left the company. Honest employees or contractors can also cause
damage and downtime by making accidental mistakes with privileged accounts, even though that access
was unnecessary for them to perform their work.

110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118

Organizations must harden themselves against these operational and reputational risks by implementing
policies and technologies that detect and prevent the misuse of privileged accounts by external and
internal actors. This combination of detection and prevention technologies and policies is referred to as
privileged account management (PAM). PAM systems typically use one of two techniques for controlling
account access and use: account escalation or account sharing. The account escalation technique
escalates the privileged/authorized activity for each user’s personal account for the duration of the
session with the target system, based on the organizational policies. The account sharing technique
utilizes a set of privileged accounts that are shared among the authorized privileged users via the PAM
system.

119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128

Managing the access and use of privileged accounts is difficult without proper planning and tools. The
National Cybersecurity Center of Excellence (NCCoE) at the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) built a laboratory environment to explore methods to manage and monitor the use
of privileged accounts by authorized users as they perform their normal activities, as well as techniques
to protect against and detect the unauthorized use of privileged accounts. NIST Special Publication (SP)
800-171 [1], Protecting Controlled Unclassified Information in Nonfederal Information Systems and
Organizations, defines a privileged user as “a user that is authorized (and therefore, trusted) to perform
security-relevant functions that ordinary users are not authorized to perform.” Privileged accounts are
utilized in managing IT infrastructures, resources, and applications, as well as access to, and the use of,
high-value applications like payment systems, accounting systems, and social media accounts.
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129
130
131
132
133
134

The reference design and example solutions outlined in this guide describe example solutions built in
the NCCoE lab. After reading this NIST Cybersecurity Practice Guide, an organization should be able to
implement a PAM system that effectively monitors and manages privileged accounts. The solutions built
in the NCCoE lab are not the only combination of technologies that can address this issue. They are
examples demonstrating that off-the-shelf and open-source technologies are available to implement
PAM.

135

The goals of this NIST Cybersecurity Practice Guide are to help organizations confidently:

136



control access to, and the use of, privileged accounts (both on-premises and in the cloud)

137



manage and monitor the activity of privileged accounts

138



audit the activity of privileged accounts

139
140



receive alerts or notifications when privileged accounts are used for unauthorized or out-ofpolicy activities

141



encourage personal accountability among the users of privileged accounts

142



enforce stringent policies for “least privilege” and separation of duties

143

For ease of use, a short description of the different sections of this volume is provided below:

144
145
146



Section 1, Summary, presents the challenges addressed by the NCCoE project, with a look at the
solution demonstrated to address the challenge, as well as benefits of the solution. This section
also explains how to provide feedback on this guide.

147
148
149



Section 2, How to Use This Guide, explains how readers—business decision makers, program
managers, cybersecurity practitioners, and IT professionals (e.g., systems administrators)—
might use each volume of this guide.

150
151
152
153
154
155
156



Section 3, Approach, offers a detailed treatment of the scope of the project. This section also
describes the assumptions on which the security architecture development was based; the risk
assessment that informed architecture development; and NIST Cybersecurity Framework [3]
functions supported by each component of the architecture and reference design, which
industry collaborators contributed to support in building, demonstrating, and documenting the
solution. This section also includes a mapping of the Cybersecurity Framework subcategories to
other industry guidance, and identifies the products used to address each subcategory.

157
158
159



Section 4, Architecture, describes the usage scenarios supported by the project architecture and
reference design, as well as the capability descriptions, including a description of the
relationship among the capabilities.

160
161



Section 5, Example Implementations, provides in-depth descriptions of the implementations
developed in the NCCoE’s lab environment.
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162
163
164



Section 6, Security Characteristics Analysis, analyzes how to secure the components within the
solution and minimize any vulnerabilities that they might have. This section also explains how
the architecture addresses the security goals of the project.

165
166
167



Section 7, Functional Evaluation, summarizes the test cases that we employed to demonstrate
the example implementations’ functionality and the Cybersecurity Framework functions to
which each test case is relevant.

168

1.1 Challenge

169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177

In modern financial organizations, employees need access to a variety of applications, resources, and
systems to ensure efficient business operations and meaningful customer experiences. Employees often
access those systems through user accounts—commonly secured by usernames and passwords. Not all
accounts are created equal, however. Some accounts—known as privileged accounts—are authorized to
perform actions that ordinary accounts do not have authorization to perform. These privileged accounts
provide elevated, often unrestricted, access to corporate resources and critical systems (e.g., crown
jewels) beyond what a regular user would have. IT administrators and managers use these privileged
accounts to perform system-critical actions, including maintenance, system management, and access
control.

178
179
180

Privileged accounts pose significant operational, legal, and reputational risk to organizations if not
secured effectively. The accounts become the virtual “keys to the kingdom,” permitting unfettered
access to many, if not all, systems within an organization.

181
182
183
184
185
186
187

The core risk of privileged accounts is that an organization faces significant damage to business
operations if the accounts are misused for malicious or erroneous purposes. Malicious external
attackers understand the value of privileged accounts and target them to maximize their access to the
data, applications, and infrastructure of an organization, putting the organization at risk of data breach,
espionage, sabotage, or ransom. Further, malicious actors may also be able to leverage privileged
accounts to bypass, defeat, or otherwise render inoperable, other cybersecurity or legal compliance
protections that protect critical systems or data.

188
189
190
191
192
193
194

The risk of privileged accounts is not limited to malicious external actors. Though relatively infrequent,
there are instances of disgruntled employees leveraging their own or colleagues’ privileged accounts for
malicious purposes, including exfiltrating sensitive data, industrial sabotage, or creating technical
backdoors that they or others can abuse after leaving the organization. Although less malicious, there
are also instances in which well-meaning employees make mistakes while using their privileged
accounts; these unintentional mistakes can cause significant disruption, which can influence business
operations and customer satisfaction.

195
196
197

Managing access to, and the use of, privileged accounts is difficult without planning and tools. This
practice guide provides the much-needed guidance and examples that financial institutions can use to
reduce the risk of privileged accounts in their organization.
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198

1.2 Solution

199
200
201
202
203

Organizations require a PAM solution that appropriately secures privileged accounts and enforces
organizational policies for privileged account use. The NCCoE developed a PAM reference design that
addresses these issues, providing control, oversight, and management of privileged accounts. The
reference design outlines how monitoring, auditing, and authentication controls can combine to prevent
unauthorized access to, and allow rapid detection of unapproved use, of privileged accounts.

204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212

The NCCoE developed example solutions, based on the reference design, that incorporate appropriate,
commercially available technologies to manage and control the use of privileged accounts. The solutions
are composed of multiple systems working together to enforce organizational access policies and to
protect privileged accounts from misuse. These example solutions illustrate the various technical
approaches available for PAM and the multiple areas of an organization (e.g., infrastructure,
applications, cloud services, security monitoring), that can be considered for policy enforcement. This
guide will also explain the importance of implementing policies, such as least privilege and separation of
duties, for accounts that provide access to the data, applications, and infrastructure across an
organization.

213

The NCCoE sought existing technologies that provided the following capabilities:

214



privileged account control (password management and privilege escalation techniques)

215



multifactor authentication (MFA)

216



support both on-premises and cloud business systems

217



event logging (e.g., access requests, logins, users)

218



password management (including hiding passwords from users)

219



policy management

220



emergency/break-glass access

221



log management (analytics, storage, alerting)

222



user behavior analytics (UBA)

223
224
225
226
227
228

While the NCCoE used a suite of commercial products to address this cybersecurity challenge, this guide
does not endorse these particular, nor does it guarantee compliance with any regulatory initiatives. Your
organization’s information security experts should identify the products that will best integrate with
your existing tools and IT system infrastructure. Your organization can adopt this solution or one that
adheres to these guidelines in whole, or you can use this guide as a starting point for tailoring and
implementing parts of the design to the needs of your organization and its risk management decisions.
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229
230

In developing our reference design, we used portions of the following standards and guidance, which
can also provide your organization with relevant standards and best practices:

231
232



NIST SP 800-171 Rev. 1: Protecting Controlled Unclassified Information in Nonfederal Systems
and Organizations [1]

233
234



NIST Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity (commonly known as the
NIST Cybersecurity Framework) [3]

235



NIST SP 800-30 Rev. 1: Guide for Conducting Risk Assessments [4]

236
237



NIST SP 800-37 Rev. 1: Guide for Applying the Risk Management Framework to Federal
Information Systems: A Security Life Cycle Approach [5]

238



NIST SP 800-39: Managing Information Security Risk [6]

239
240



NIST SP 800-53 Rev. 4: Security and Privacy Controls for Federal Information Systems and
Organizations [7]

241
242



Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) 140-2: Security Requirements for Cryptographic
Modules [8]

243



NIST SP 800-92: Guide to Computer Security Log Management [9]

244



NIST SP 800-100: Information Security Handbook: A Guide for Managers [10]

245
246



Office of Management and Budget (OMB), Circular Number A-130: Managing Information as a
Strategic Resource [11]

247
248



Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC), Cybersecurity Assessment Tool (CAT)
[12]

249



NIST SP 800-63B: Digital Identity Guidelines: Authentication and Lifecycle Management [13]

250

1.3 Benefits

251
252
253
254
255

Implementing a PAM system is an essential way for financial institutions to effectively secure, manage,
control, and audit the activities of privileged accounts. A properly implemented and administered PAM
system can help an organization meet compliance requirements; limit opportunity for and reduce the
damage that users of privileged accounts—whether authorized or unauthorized—can cause; and
improve the enforcement of an organization’s access policies.

256

The NCCoE’s practice guide can help an organization:

257
258



identify vulnerabilities and manage enterprise risk factors within the organization (consistent
with the foundations of the NIST Cybersecurity Framework) [3]

259



reduce the opportunity for a successful attack by improving control over privileged accounts

260



improve efficiencies by reducing complexity associated with managing privileged accounts
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261
262



maintain the integrity and availability of data and systems that are critical to supporting
business operations and revenue-generating activities

263
264



reduce the impact of insider and external threats and other malicious or unintentional activity
utilizing privileged accounts and accessing business-critical systems

265



develop an implementation plan for PAM

266



automate the enforcement of existing access policies

267

2 How to Use This Guide

268
269
270

This NIST Cybersecurity Practice Guide demonstrates a standards-based reference design and provides
users with the information they need to replicate a solution for managing privileged accounts. This
reference design is modular and can be deployed in whole or in part.

271

This guide contains three volumes:

272



NIST SP 1800-18A: Executive Summary

273
274



NIST SP 1800-18B: Approach, Architecture, and Security Characteristics – what we built and why
(you are here)

275



NIST SP 1800-18C: How-To Guides – instructions for building the example solution

276

Depending on your role in your organization, you might use this guide in different ways:

277
278

Business decision makers, including chief security and technology officers, will be interested in the
Executive Summary, NIST SP 1800-18A, which describes the following topics:

279



challenges enterprises face in managing privileged accounts

280



example solutions built at the NCCoE

281



benefits of adopting an example solution

282
283
284

Technology or security program managers who are concerned with how to identify, understand, assess,
and mitigate risk will be interested in this part of the guide, NIST SP 1800-18B, which describes what we
did and why. The following sections will be of particular interest:

285



Section 3.4, Risk Assessment, provides a description of the risk analysis we performed

286
287



Section 3.4.2, Security Control Map, maps the security characteristics of this example solution to
cybersecurity standards and best practices

288
289
290

You might share the Executive Summary, NIST SP 1800-18A, with your leadership team members to help
them understand the importance of adopting a standards-based PAM reference design that provides the
control, oversight, and management of privileged accounts.
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291
292
293
294
295
296

IT professionals who want to implement an approach like this will find the whole practice guide useful.
You can use the How-To portion of the guide, NIST SP 1800-18C, to replicate all or parts of the build
created in our lab. The How-To portion of the guide provides specific product installation, configuration,
and integration instructions for implementing the example solution. We do not recreate the product
manufacturers’ documentation, which is generally widely available. Rather, we show how we
incorporated the products together in our environment to create an example solution.

297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304

This guide assumes that IT professionals have experience implementing security products within the
enterprise. While we have used a suite of commercial products to address this challenge, this guide does
not endorse these particular products. Your organization can adopt this solution or one that adheres to
these guidelines in whole, or you can use this guide as a starting point for tailoring and implementing
parts of a PAM solution. Your organization’s security experts should identify the products that will best
integrate with your existing tools and IT system infrastructure. We hope that you will seek products that
are congruent with applicable standards and best practices. Section 3.6, Technologies, lists the products
we used and maps them to the cybersecurity controls provided by this reference solution.

305
306
307
308

A NIST Cybersecurity Practice Guide does not describe “the” solution, but a possible solution. This is a
draft guide. We seek feedback on its contents and welcome your input. Comments, suggestions, and
success stories will improve subsequent versions of this guide. Please contribute your thoughts to
financial_nccoe@nist.gov.

309

2.1 Typographic Conventions

310

The following table presents typographic conventions used in this volume.
Typeface/Symbol

Meaning

Example

Italics

file names and path names;
For detailed definitions of terms, see
references to documents that the NCCoE Glossary.
are not hyperlinks; new
terms; and placeholders

Bold

names of menus, options,
command buttons, and fields

Choose File > Edit.

Monospace

command-line input,
on-screen computer output,
sample code examples, and
status codes

mkdir

Monospace Bold

command-line user input
contrasted with computer
output

service sshd start
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Typeface/Symbol

Meaning

Example

blue text

link to other parts of the document, a web URL, or an
email address

All publications from NIST’s NCCoE
are available at
https://www.nccoe.nist.gov.

311

3 Approach

312
313
314
315

Based on discussions with cybersecurity practitioners in the financial sector, the NCCoE pursued a PAM
project to illustrate the broad set of capabilities available to manage privileged accounts. NCCoE
engineers further worked to define the requirements for the PAM project by collaborating with the
NCCoE Financial Sector Community of Interest (COI).

316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323

Members of the COI, which include participating vendors referenced in this document, contributed to
developing a reference design and example implementations. Vendors provided technologies that met
the project requirements, and assisted in installing and configuring those technologies. This practice
guide highlights the approach that was used to develop the NCCoE reference design. Elements include
risk assessment and analysis, logical design, example implementation development, test and evaluation,
and security control mapping. This guide is intended to provide practical guidance to any organization
interested in implementing a solution for managing and controlling the use of privileged accounts and
for accessing business-critical/high-value systems and applications.

324

3.1 Audience

325
326
327
328
329
330
331

This guide is intended for individuals responsible for securing an organization’s IT infrastructure,
business systems, and applications (including cloud services). Current IT systems, particularly in the
private sector, often lack PAM. The reference design and example solutions demonstrated by this
project, and the implementation information provided in this practice guide, permit the integration of
products to implement a PAM system and to protect current IT systems. The technical components will
appeal to system administrators, IT managers, IT security managers, cybersecurity practitioners, and
others directly involved in the secure and safe operation of the IT systems on which businesses rely.

332

3.2 Scope

333
334
335
336
337
338
339

This PAM practice guide includes a high-level architecture, reference design, and example
implementations that depict approaches to manage and control the use of privileged accounts that use
off-the-shelf and open-source technologies. This guide provides practical, real-world general guidance
for developing and implementing a PAM solution consistent with the principles in the NIST Framework
for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity Volume 1 (Cybersecurity Framework) [3]. The PAM
reference design addresses subcategories within each of the Cybersecurity Framework core functions,
as shown in the mapping of the reference design capabilities to the Cybersecurity Framework. Example
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340
341
342
343
344
345
346

implementations (demonstrable lab implementations) include a broad range of technologies that
provide organizations with various methods to control, monitor, audit, and enforce policies for the use
of privileged accounts by privileged users. The architecture and technologies demonstrated by this
project, and the implementation information provided in this practice guide, can inform the
implementation of a PAM system by the integration of standards-based products. In addition, this guide
describes how to monitor for unauthorized privilege escalation changes. Unauthorized-privilegeescalation monitoring is described in Section 4.1.2, Reference Design.

347

The following items were determined to be out of scope for this practice guide:

348
349



specific PAM policy recommendations, other than following best-practice policies for least
privilege and separation of duties

350
351



specific PAM implementation guidance: The example solutions illustrated in this practice guide
are intended to offer a broad set of examples of PAM deployments.

352
353



specific security controls appropriate to secure the PAM system: General guidance is provided in
Section 6.

354
355
356
357

In addition, the NCCoE is not recommending any one example solution as the approach to implement
PAM. The example solutions illustrated in this practice guide are intended to offer a broad set of
examples of PAM deployments. An organization implementing PAM should consider an implementation
that is consistent with its risk management decisions.

358

3.3 Assumptions

359

This project is guided by the following assumptions:

360
361
362



The solutions were developed in a lab environment. The environment is based on a typical
organization’s IT enterprise. The environment does not reflect the complexity of a production
environment.

363



An organization can access the skills and resources required to implement a PAM solution.

364

3.4 Risk Assessment

365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372

NIST SP 800-30 [4], Guide for Conducting Risk Assessments, states that risk is “a measure of the extent to
which an entity is threatened by a potential circumstance or event, and typically a function of (i) the
adverse impacts that would arise if the circumstance or event occurs and (ii) the likelihood of
occurrence.” The guide further defines risk assessment as “the process of identifying, estimating, and
prioritizing risks to organizational operations (including mission, functions, image, reputations),
organizational assets, individuals, other organizations, and the Nation, resulting from the operation of
an information system. Part of risk management incorporates threat and vulnerability analyses, and
considers mitigations provided by security controls planned or in place.”
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373
374
375
376
377

The NCCoE recommends that any discussion of risk management, particularly at the enterprise level,
begins with a comprehensive review of NIST 800-37 [5], Guide for Applying the Risk Management
Framework to Federal Information Systems—material that is available to the public. The risk
management framework guidance, as a whole, proved to be invaluable in giving us a baseline to assess
risks, from which we developed the project, the security characteristics of the build, and this guide.

378

We performed two types of risk assessment:

379
380



initial analysis of the risk factors that were discussed with financial institutions: This analysis led
to the creation of the PAM project and the desired security posture.

381
382



analysis of how to secure the components within a solution and minimize any vulnerabilities
that they might introduce (see Section 6, Security Characteristics Analysis)

383

3.4.1 Assessing Risk Posture

384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392

Using the guidance in NIST’s series of publications concerning risk, we worked with financial institutions
and the Financial Sector Information Sharing and Analysis Center to identify the most-compelling risk
factors encountered by this business group. We participated in conferences and met with members of
the financial sector to define the main security risks to business operations. These discussions gave us an
understanding of strategic (mission) risks for organizations, with respect to PAM. NIST SP 800-39,
Managing Information Security Risk [6], focuses on the business aspect of risk, namely at the enterprise
level. This understanding is essential for any further risk analysis, risk response/mitigation, and risk
monitoring activities. A summary of the strategic risk areas that we identified, and their mitigations, is
provided below:

393
394



Impact on system function: Ensuring the acceptable system availability, PAM reduces the risk of
systems being compromised due to insiders and external malicious actors.

395
396
397



Compliance with industry regulations: PAM complies with industry regulatory compliance
requirements for access control for privileged accounts and corporate resources (e.g., data,
applications).

398
399



Maintenance of reputation and public image: PAM helps reduce the level of impact of insiders
and external malicious actors, in turn helping maintain image.

400
401
402

These discussions also resulted in identifying a technical (operational) area of concern: the inability to
adequately control the use of privileged accounts. We then identified the core operational risks,
resulting from a privileged account compromise:

403



data theft

404
405



malicious/unauthorized/out-of-policy use of corporate resources (e.g., applications, computing
resources)
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406



system unavailability

407



data manipulation

408
409

We subsequently translated the identified operational risk factors to security functions and
subcategories within the NIST Cybersecurity Framework.

410

3.4.2 Security Control Map

411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422

As explained in Section 3.4.1, we used a risk analysis process to identify the Cybersecurity Framework
security functions and subcategories that we wanted the reference design to support. This was a critical
first step in designing the reference design and example implementations to mitigate the risk factors.
Table 3-1 lists the addressed Cybersecurity Framework functions and subcategories, and maps them to
relevant NIST standards, industry standards, and controls and best practices. In Table 3-1, we mapped
the categories to NIST’s SP 800-53 Rev. 4 [7] controls, to International Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC) / International Organization for Standardization (ISO) controls, and to FFIEC CAT [12], for additional
guidance. The references provide solution validation points, as they list specific security capabilities that
a solution addressing the Cybersecurity Framework subcategories would be expected to exhibit.
Additionally, from NIST SP 800-181, National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education (NICE) Cybersecurity
Workforce Framework [14], work roles are identified so that organizations may understand the work
roles that are typically used by those implementing the capabilities contained in this practice guide.

423
424
425
426
427

Note: Not all of the Cybersecurity Framework subcategory guidance can be implemented by using
technology. Any organization executing a PAM solution would need to adopt processes and
organizational policies that address organization risk management. Many of the subcategories require
that processes and policies be developed prior to implementing the technical recommendations within
this practice guide.
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Table 3-1 PAM Reference Design Cybersecurity Framework Core Components Map
Informative References
Function
IDENTIFY
(ID)

NIST SP 800-181
NICE Framework
Work Roles

ISO/IEC
27001:
2013

NIST SP
800-53
Rev. 4

D4.C.Co.B.4
D4.C.Co.Int.1

A.13.2.1

AC-4, CA-9,
PL-8

PR-CDA-001

ID.AM-6: Cybersecurity
roles and responsibilities for
the entire workforce and
third-party stakeholders
(e.g., suppliers, customers,
partners) are established.

D1.R.St.B.1
D1.TC.Cu.B.1

A.6.1.1

PM-11

OV-SPP-001

ID.BE-4: Dependencies and
critical functions for delivery of critical services are
established.

D4.C.Co.B.1
D1.G.IT.B.2

Not applicable
(N/A)

PM-8,
SA-14

OV-MGT-001

Category

Subcategory

Asset Management (ID.AM):
The data, personnel, devices,
systems, and facilities that enable the organization to achieve
business purposes are identified
and managed consistent with
their relative importance to
business objectives and the organization’s risk strategy.

ID.AM-3: Organizational
communication and data
flows are mapped.

Business Environment (ID.BE):
The organization’s mission, objectives, stakeholders, and activities are understood and prioritized; this information is used to
inform cybersecurity roles, responsibilities, and risk management decisions.

FFIEC CAT

ID.BE-5: Resilience require- D5.IR.Pl.B.5
ments to support delivery
D5.IR.Pl.E.3
of critical services are established.
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Informative References
Function

PROTECT
(PR)

FFIEC CAT

ISO/IEC
27001:
2013

NIST SP
800-53
Rev. 4

ID.GV-1: Organizational information security policy is
established.

D1.G.SP.B.4

A.5.1.1

-1 controls
from all
families

OV-SPP-002

ID.GV-2: Information security roles & responsibilities
are coordinated and aligned
with internal roles and external partners.

D1.G.SP.B.7

A.6.1.1,
A.7.2.1

PM-1, PS-7

OV-SPP-001

ID.GV-4: Governance and
risk management processes
address cybersecurity risks.

D1.G.SP.E.1

N/A

PM-9,
PM-11

SP-RSK-002

PR.AC-1: Identities and credentials are managed for
authorized devices and users.

D3.PC.Im.B.7
D3.PC.Am.B.6

A.9.2.1,
A.9.2.2,
A.9.2.3,
A.9.2.4,
A.9.3.1,
A.9.4.1,
A.9.4.2,
A.9.4.3

AC-2, IA
Family

SP-DEV-001
OV-PMA-003

Category

Subcategory

Governance (ID.GV): The policies, procedures, and processes
to manage and monitor the organization’s regulatory, legal,
risk, environmental, and operational requirements are understood and inform the management of cybersecurity risk.

Access Control (PR.AC): Access
to assets and associated facilities is limited to authorized users, processes, or devices, and
to authorized activities and
transactions.

NIST SP 800-181
NICE Framework
Work Roles
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Informative References
Function

Category

Data Security (PR.DS): Information and records (data) are
managed consistent with the organization’s risk strategy to protect the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information.

NIST SP 800-181
NICE Framework
Work Roles

FFIEC CAT

ISO/IEC
27001:
2013

NIST SP
800-53
Rev. 4

PR.AC-4: Access permissions are managed, incorporating the principles of least
privilege and separation of
duties.

D3.PC.Am.B.1
D3.PC.Am.B.2
D3.PC.Am.B.5

A.6.1.2,
A.9.1.2,
A.9.2.3,
A.9.4.4

AC-2, AC-3,
AC-5, AC-6,
AC-16

PR.AC-5: Network integrity
is protected, incorporating
network segregation where
appropriate.

D3.DC.Im.B.1
D3.DC.Im.Int.1

A.13.1.1, AC-4, SC-7
A.13.1.3,
A.13.2.1

OM-NET-001

PR.DS-1: Data-at-rest is protected.

D1.G.IT.B.13
D3.PC.Am.A.1

N/A

OM-DTA-002

PR.DS-2: Data-in-transit is
protected.

D3.PC.Am.B.13
D3.PC.Am.E.5
D3.PC.Am.Int.7

A.8.2.3, SC-8
A.13.1.1,
A.13.2.1,
A.13.2.3,
A.14.1.2,
A.14.1.3

Subcategory
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Informative References
Function

Category

Protective Technology (PR.PT):
Technical security solutions are
managed to ensure the security
and resilience of systems and
assets, consistent with related
policies, procedures, and agreements.

Subcategory

FFIEC CAT

ISO/IEC
27001:
2013

NIST SP
800-53
Rev. 4
AC-4, AC-5,
AC-6,
PE-19,
PS-3, PS-6,
SC-7, SC-8,
SC-13,
SC-31, SI-4

PR.DS-5: Protections
against data leaks are implemented.

D3.PC.Am.B.15
D3.PC.Am.Int.1
D3.PC.De.Int.1
D3.DC.Ev.Int.1

A.6.1.2,
A.9.1.1,
A.9.1.2,
A.9.2.3,
A.9.2.4,
A.9.4.1,
A.9.4.2,
A.9.4.3,
A.9.4.4,
A.13.1.3,
A.13.2.1,
A.13.2.3

PR.PT-1: Audit/log records
are determined, documented, implemented, and
reviewed in accordance
with policy.

D1.G.SP.B.3
D2.MA.Ma.B.1
D2.MA.Ma.B.2

A.12.4.1, AU Family
A.12.4.2,
A.12.4.3,
A.12.4.4,
A.12.7.1

PR.PT-3: Access to systems
and assets is controlled, incorporating the principle of
least functionality.

A.9.1.2
D3.PC.Am.B.3
D3.PC.Am.B.4
D3.PC.Am.B.7
D4.RM.Om.Int.1
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Informative References
Function

DETECT (DE)

Category

Anomalies and Events (DE.AE):
Anomalous activity is detected
in a timely manner and the potential impact of events is understood.

Subcategory

FFIEC CAT

ISO/IEC
27001:
2013

NIST SP
800-53
Rev. 4

NIST SP 800-181
NICE Framework
Work Roles

PR.PT-4: Communications
and control networks are
protected.

D3.PC.Im.B.1
D3.PC.Im.Int.1

A.13.1.1, AC-4, SC-7
A.13.1.2,
A.13.2.1

SP-ARC-002

DE.AE-1: A baseline of network operations and expected data flows for users
and systems is established
and managed.

D4.C.Co.B.4

N/A

SP-ARC-001

DE.AE-2: Detected events
are analyzed to understand
attack targets and methods.

D5.IR.Pl.Int.4

A.16.1.1, AU family,
A.16.1.2, CA-7, IR-4,
A.16.1.4, SI-4
A.16.1.7

PR-CDA-001

DE.AE-3: Event data are aggregated and correlated
from multiple sources and
sensors.

D3.DC.Ev.E.1

A.16.1.1, AU-6, CA-7,
A.16.1.2, IR-4, IR-5,
A.16.1.4, IR-8, SI-4
A.16.1.7

PR-CIR-001
CO-OPS-001

DE.AE-5: Incident alert
thresholds are established.

D3.DC.An.E.4
D3.DC.An.Int.3
D5.DR.De.B.1

A.16.1.1, IR-4, IR-5,
A.16.1.2, IR-8
A.16.1.4,
A.16.1.7

PR-CIR-001
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Informative References
Function

RESPOND
(RS)

429

ISO/IEC
27001:
2013

NIST SP
800-53
Rev. 4

NIST SP 800-181
NICE Framework
Work Roles

Category

Subcategory

Security Continuous Monitoring (DE.CM): The information
system and assets are monitored at discrete intervals to
identify cybersecurity events
and verify the effectiveness of
protective measures.

DE.CM-3: Personnel activity
is monitored to detect potential cybersecurity events.

D3.DC.An.A.3

A.12.4.1, AC-2,
A.12.4.3 AU-12,
AU-13,
CA-7,
CM-10,
CM-11

AN-TWA-001

DE.CM-7: Monitoring for
unauthorized personnel,
connections, devices, and
software is performed.

D3.DC.Ev.B.3

A.12.4.1, AU-12,
A.14.2.7, CA-7,
A.15.2.1 CM-3, SI-4

AN-TWA-001

Communications (RS.CO): Response activities are coordinated with internal and external
stakeholders, as appropriate, to
include external support from
law enforcement agencies.

RS.CO-2: Events are reported consistent with established criteria.

D5.ER.Es.B.4
D5.DR.Re.B.4
D5.IR.Pl.B.2

A.16.1.2

AU family,
IR-6

IN-FOR-002

Analysis (RS.AN): Analysis is
conducted to ensure adequate
response and support recovery
activities.

RS.AN-3: Forensics are performed.

D3.CC.Re.Int.3
D3.CC.Re.Int.4

A.16.1.7

AU-7

PR-CDA-001
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3.5 Security Functions and Subcategories Related to FFIEC

431
432

The example implementations are responsive to the desire to support compliance with the FFIEC CAT
[12] guidance and with the NIST standards and best practices, as detailed in Table 3-1.

433
434
435
436

One example implementation is informed by FFIEC CAT guidance and may contribute to CAT-aligned
implementations by providing PAM capabilities efficiently and cost-effectively. With this solution in
place, privileged users have access to the only resources that they are authorized to
maintain/administer or operate.

437

Table 3-2 describes how the PAM solution supports compliance with FFIEC CAT guidance.

438

Table 3-2 FFIEC CAT Guidance
FFIEC CAT Guidance

PAM Solution Characteristics

D4.C.Co.B.4: Data flow diagrams are in place and
document information flows to external parties.

The solutions utilize data flows to determine the implementation approach.

D4.C.Co.Int.1: A validated asset inventory is used to
Data flows within the PAM solutions are
create comprehensive diagrams depicting data redocumented and enforced because of the
positories, data flow, infrastructure, and connectivity. asset value to the organization.
D1.R.St.B.1: Information security roles and responsibilities have been identified.
D1.TC.Cu.B.1: Management holds employees accountable for complying with the information security program.
D1.G.SP.B.4: The institution has board-approved policies commensurate with its risk and complexity that
address information security.
D1.G.SP.B.7: All elements of the information security
program are coordinated enterprise-wide.
D1.G.SP.E.1: The institution augmented its information security strategy to incorporate cybersecurity
and resilience.
D5.IR.P1.E.1: The remediation plan and process outline the mitigating actions, resources, and time parameters.

The PAM solutions provide policy enforcement for privileged account access by using automation to ensure access policy
compliance.

D1.G.IT.B.2: Organizational assets (e.g., hardware,
systems, data, and applications) are prioritized for
protection based on the data classification and business value.

A PAM solution may be classified as a critical asset that needs to be protected.
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FFIEC CAT Guidance

PAM Solution Characteristics

D5.IR.Pl.B.5: A formal backup and recovery plan exists for all critical business lines.
D5.IR.Pl.E.3: Alternative processes have been established to continue critical activity within a reasonable
time.

The solutions include emergency access
and can be implemented with high-availability components.

D3.PC.Im.B.7: Access to make changes to systems
configurations (including virtual machines and hypervisors) is controlled and monitored.
D3.PC.Am.B.6: Identification and authentication are
required and managed for access to systems, applications, and hardware.

The solutions provide automated account
access control for privileged users and for
MFA authentication.

D3.PC.Am.B.1: Employee access is granted to systems and confidential data based on job responsibilities and the principles of least privilege.
D3.PC.Am.B.2: Employee access to systems and confidential data provides for separation of duties.
D3.PC.Am.B.5: Changes to physical and logical user
access, including those that result from voluntary and
involuntary terminations, are submitted to and approved by appropriate personnel.

The solutions provide automated policy enforcement for account access control for
privileged users.

D3.DC.Im.B.1: Network perimeter defense tools
(e.g., border router and firewall) are used.
D3.DC.Im.Int.1: The enterprise network is segmented
in multiple, separate trust/security zones with defense-in-depth strategies (e.g., logical network segmentation, hard backups, air-gapping) to mitigate attacks.

The solutions are implemented by using
network defense tools and network segmentation to illustrate support for this
guidance.

D1.G.IT.B.13: Confidential data is identified on the institution’s network.
D3.PC.Am.A.1: Encryption of select data at rest is determined by the institution’s data classification and
risk assessment.

The solutions protect confidential data by
using encryption of data-at-rest (PAM
passwords) and can support this guidance.

D3.PC.Am.B.13: Confidential data is encrypted when
transmitted across public or untrusted networks
(e.g., internet).
D3.PC.Am.E.5: Controls are in place to prevent unauthorized access to cryptographic keys.

The solutions include encryption capabilities and can be implemented to support
this guidance.
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FFIEC CAT Guidance

PAM Solution Characteristics

D3.PC.Am.Int.7: Confidential data is encrypted in
transit across private connections (e.g., frame relay
and T1) and within the institution’s trusted zones.
D3.DC.Ev.Int.1: Controls or tools (e.g., data loss prevention) are in place to detect potential unauthorized
or unintentional transmissions of confidential data.
D3.PC.Am.B.15: Remote access to critical systems by
employees, contractors, and third parties uses encrypted connections and multifactor authentication.
D3.PC.Am.Int.1: The institution has implemented
tools to prevent unauthorized access to or exfiltration of confidential data.
D3.PC.De.Int.1: Data-loss prevention controls or devices are implemented for inbound and outbound
communications (e.g., email, file transfer protocol,
Telnet, prevention of large file transfers).

The solutions provide automated account
access control, including MFA for privileged users. Account access to confidential
data is controlled to support this guidance.

The solutions provide automated log colD1.G.SP.B.3: The institution has policies commensurate with its risk and complexity that address the con- lection and analysis to support this guidance.
cept of threat information sharing.
D2.MA.Ma.B.1: Audit log records and other security
event logs are reviewed and retained in a secure
manner.
D2.MA.Ma.B.2: Computer event logs are used for investigations once an event has occurred.
D3.PC.Am.B.3: Elevated privileges (e.g., administrator privileges) are limited and tightly controlled
(e.g., assigned to individuals, not shared, and require
stronger password controls).
D3.PC.Am.B.4: User access reviews are performed
periodically for all systems and applications based on
the risk to the application or system.
D3.PC.Am.B.7: Access controls include password
complexity and limits to password attempts and reuse.
D4.RM.Om.Int.1: Third-party employee access to the
institution’s confidential data is tracked actively
based on the principles of least privilege.

The solutions provide automated account
access control and access reporting/logging for privileged users. The solutions include policies that can be audited and reported.
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FFIEC CAT Guidance

PAM Solution Characteristics

D5.IR.P1.Int.4: Lessons learned from real-life cyber
risk incidents and attacks on the institution and other
organizations are used to improve the institution’s
risk mitigation capabilities and response plan.

The solutions implemented are reconfigurable to support this guidance.

D3.DC.Ev.E.1: A process is in place to correlate event
information from multiple sources (e.g., network, application, or firewall).

The solutions are designed by using automated log collection and analysis to support this guidance.

D3.DC.An.E.4: Thresholds have been established to
determine activity within logs that would warrant
management response.
D3.DC.An.Int.3: Tools actively monitor security logs
for anomalous behavior and alert within established
parameters.
D5.DR.De.B.1: Alert parameters are set for detecting
information security incidents that prompt mitigating
actions.

The solutions are designed by using automated log collection and analysis to support this guidance.

D3.DC.Ev.B.3: Processes are in place to monitor for
the presence of unauthorized users, devices, connections, and software.

The solutions are configured to block and
log all unauthorized PAM system-use attempts, as well as to automatically discover new accounts/users, to support this
guidance.

D5.ER.Re.B.4: Incidents are classified, logged, and
tracked.
D5.ER.Es.B.4: Incidents are detected in real time
through automated processes that include instant
alerts to appropriate personnel who can respond.
D5.IR.Pl.B.2: Communication channels exist to provide employees a means for reporting information
security events in a timely manner.

The solutions are designed by using automated log collection and analysis to support this guidance.

D3.CC.Re.Int.3: Security investigations, forensic analysis, and remediation are performed by qualified
staff or third parties.
D3.CC.Re.Int.4: Generally accepted and appropriate
forensic procedures, including chain of custody, are
used to gather and present evidence to support potential legal action.

The solutions can be implemented to support this guidance.
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3.6 Technologies

440
441
442
443
444

Table 3-3 lists all of the technologies used in this project and provides a mapping between the generic
application term, the specific product used, and the security control(s) that the product provides. Refer
to Table 3-1 for an explanation of the Cybersecurity Framework subcategory codes. Table 3-3 describes
only the product capabilities that were used in our example solutions. Many of the products have
additional security capabilities that were not used.

445

Table 3-3 Products and Technologies
Component ID

Specific
Product

Function

Cybersecurity
Framework
Subcategories

1. Identity
Store
Lightweight
Directory
Access
Protocol
(LDAP)

Radiant Logic
RadiantOne
Federated
Identity (FID)

1. An identity repository specifically reserved for the privileged users of the
organization
2. Account change monitoring and reporting

ID.AM-6, ID.GV-1,
ID.GV-2, PR.AC-1,
PR.AC-4

2. MFA

RSA SecureID
Access

3. Add-on MFA capabilities for PAM
system user login authentication
4. Logs of each authentication attempt

PR.AC-1

IdRamp Secure
Access
combined with
Microsoft
Authenticator
and Azure
Active Directory
services
OneSpan
DIGIPASS
(formerly
VASCO)
Remediant
SecureOne
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Component ID
3. User
Interface

Specific
Product
Bomgar
(formerly
Lieberman
Software) Red
Identity Suite

Function

Cybersecurity
Framework
Subcategories

5. Login authentication and a user-toPAM-system interactive interface
through which users interact to establish work sessions for each system
that they administer or access to perform their work functions

N/A

6. The enterprise privileged-user access
and control policies, such as privileged user sessions, are limited to
four hours.

ID.AM-6, ID.GV-1,
ID.GV-2, ID.GV-4,
PR.AC-1, PR.AC-4

7. Management and enforcement of
the enterprise password policies

ID.GV-4, PR.AC-1

Remediant
SecureONE
TDi
Technologies
ConsoleWorks
4. Policy
Bomgar
Management (formerly
Lieberman
Software) Red
Identity Suite
Remediant
SecureONE
TDi
Technologies
ConsoleWorks
5. Password
Bomgar
Management (formerly
Lieberman
Software) Red
Identity Suite
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Component ID

Specific
Product

6. Session ID
Bomgar
Management (formerly
Lieberman
Software) Red
Identity Suite
TDi
Technologies
ConsoleWorks
7. Password
Vault

Bomgar
(formerly
Lieberman
Software) Red
Identity Suite

Function

Cybersecurity
Framework
Subcategories

8. The session start and stop functionality
9. Enforces the enterprise access and
control policies within each work session, such as limiting sessions to Secure Shell (SSH) or Remote Desktop
Protocol (RDP) or limiting allowed
application use on the target system

PR.AC-1, PR.DS-2,
PR.PT-3, PR.PT-4

10. Provides secure storage of the current password for each privileged account managed by the PAM system

PR.DS-1

11. PAM use in unpredicted or emergency situations when access to privileged accounts is required by unanticipated users (privileged or
nonprivileged)

ID.BE-5, ID.GV-1,
ID.GV-2, ID.GV-4,
PR.AC-1, PR.AC-4

TDi
Technologies
ConsoleWorks
8. Emergency
Access

Bomgar
(formerly
Lieberman
Software) Red
Identity Suite
Remediant
SecureONE
TDi
Technologies
ConsoleWorks
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Component ID
9. Automated
Account
Discovery

Specific
Product
Bomgar
(formerly
Lieberman
Software) Red
Identity Suite
Remediant
SecureONE

10. Session
Monitoring

Ekran System
Client

Function

Cybersecurity
Framework
Subcategories

12. Automated search of the enterprise
for evidence and identification of
privileged accounts, such as domain
administrators or accounts that directly or indirectly (through inheritance of privileges) have privilegedaccount-level authority

ID.GV-4, PR.AC-1,
PR.AC-4, DE.CM-7

13. A mechanism to identify, log, and
alert on anomalous privileged-account activity

DE.CM-3

14. Session review for training and event
review and investigations

RS.AN-3

15. Logging and auditing provide log
storage, analysis, and alerting components

DE.AE-2, DE.AE-3,
DE.AE-5, DE.CM-3,
DE.CM-7, PR.PT-1,
RS.CO-2

16. Virtual machines, networking, routing, firewalls, etc.

PR.AC-5, PR.DS-5

TDi
Technologies
ConsoleWorks
11. Session
Replay

Ekran System
Client
TDi
Technologies
ConsoleWorks

12. Security
Monitoring

Splunk
Enterprise
Radiant Logic
RadiantOne FID

13. Lab
Environment

Miscellaneous

446

4 Architecture

447
448
449
450

PAM is a domain within identity and access management (IdAM) that focuses on monitoring and
controlling the access rights assigned to privileged users for their privileged accounts. Privileged
accounts include local, domain, and system administrative accounts, and application, application
management, and service accounts. These accounts can also be used to gain access and conduct
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451
452

transactions that use business-critical/high-value applications, such as payroll, social media, cloud
services, and human resources.

453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460

The PAM architecture and reference design identify the set of capabilities and their relationships that,
when combined, can be used to control and monitor the use of privileged accounts by privileged users,
for both on-premises and cloud implementations. This section presents a high-level architecture and
reference design for implementing such a solution. The reference design includes a broad set of
capabilities available in the marketplace, to illustrate the full breadth of PAM capabilities that an
organization may implement. The NCCoE understands that an organization may not need all of these
capabilities. An organization may choose to implement a subset of the depicted capabilities, depending
on its risk management decisions.

461

4.1 Architecture Description

462

4.1.1 High-Level Architecture

463
464

The PAM solution is designed to address the security functions and subcategories described in Table 3-1
and is composed of the capabilities illustrated in Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2.

465

Figure 4-1 High-Level Architecture

466
467
468
469

Figure 4-1 depicts the PAM architecture within the context of an enterprise. A PAM system is designed
to mediate/control access to, and the use of, privileged accounts between enterprise systems and
services and authorized “privileged” users. In Figure 4-1, “(X)aaS” stands for “[fill in the blank] as a
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470
471

service,” such as software as a service (SaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and infrastructure as a service
(IaaS) cloud services. Examples of each of these cloud services are as follows:

472



SaaS: email, customer relationship management software

473



PaaS: application development, streaming services

474



IaaS: caching, storage, networking

475

4.1.2 Reference Design

476
477

The reference design shown in Figure 4-2 depicts the detailed PAM design, including the relationships
among the capabilities that compose the design.

478

Figure 4-2 PAM Reference Design

479
480
481
482
483

The solid lines in Figure 4-2 represent the user data flow between privileged users and systems within
the enterprise. The dashed lines represent the management data flow among PAM architecture
components. The dotted lines represent the security monitoring data flow (logs). The PAM
capabilities/components are briefly described below:

484
485

1. The identity store (LDAP) provides an identity repository specifically reserved for the privileged
users of the organization.

486
487
488

2. MFA enables two or three authentication factors to improve the authentication level for
privileged users (see NIST 800-63B [13] for a more detailed description of authentication factor
requirements).
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489
490
491

3. The user interface provides login authentication and a user-to-PAM-system interactive interface
through which users interact to establish or request work sessions for each system that they
administer or access to perform their work functions.

492
493

4. Policy management maintains the enterprise privileged-user access and control policies, such as
limiting privileged user sessions to four hours.

494

5. Password management maintains and enforces the enterprise password policies.

495
496
497

6. Session management enforces the enterprise access and control policies within each work
session, such as limiting sessions to SSH or RDP or limiting allowed application use on the target
system.

498
499

7. The password vault provides secure storage of the current password for each privileged account
managed by the PAM system.

500
501

8. Emergency access provides PAM use in unpredicted or emergency situations when access to
privileged accounts is required by unanticipated users (privileged or nonprivileged).

502
503
504

9. Automated account discovery searches the enterprise for evidence and identification of
privileged accounts, such as domain administrators or accounts that directly or indirectly
(through inheritance of privileges) have privileged-account-level authority.

505
506

10. Session monitoring provides a mechanism to identify, log, and alert on anomalous activity as
well as for real-time training for privileged account use.

507

11. Session replay provides session review for training and event review and investigations.

508
509

12. Security monitoring, logging, and auditing provides log storage, analysis, and alerting
components, generally referred to as security information and event management (SIEM).

510
511

13. UBA monitors the activity of the privileged users for activity or actions that are considered to be
unexpected or outside a recognized pattern of activity.

512

14. High availability/replication ensures the availability of the PAM solution.

513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523

PAM systems typically use one of two techniques for controlling account access and use: account
escalation or account sharing. The account escalation technique escalates the privileged/authorized
activity for each user’s personal account for the duration of the session with the target system, based on
the organizational policies. When each session is completed, the user’s account is returned to its
“normal”/nonprivileged authorization level. The account sharing technique utilizes a set of privileged
accounts that are shared among the authorized privileged users. The passwords for these accounts are
typically changed automatically, based on usage or time. For example, account-sharing PAM systems
may be set up to change the password for each account after every session in which it is used, or, if
unused, after a specific amount of time. Some organizations may choose to utilize an account-sharing
PAM system with unique user-specific PAM accounts. This approach may provide simplified log analysis
for forensic and training purposes, as the target system will record each unique user in its logs.
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524
525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532

The components listed above work together to provide the PAM functionality. The user interface utilizes
the identity store and MFA to authenticate privileged users and is the interface through which users
interact with the PAM system. PAM users may be human or systems, such as applications. In PAM
systems that implement privileged account sharing, session management establishes a session for each
user to the system that they choose, based on the policies within the policy management system.
Session management also utilizes the password vault to obtain passwords for the target systems. Each
session is established via the monitoring and session replay systems, according to enterprise policies for
session monitoring and recording. The target system and PAM system log the activity of each privileged
user and send logs to the SIEM for analysis and alerting for anomalous events and conditions.

533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540
541

In PAM systems that implement account escalation techniques to manage privileged users, the session
management system escalates the privilege of each user for the duration of the session with the target
system, based on the policies within the policy management system. Session management monitors the
session to return the account privilege level to its normal state after the user ends the session. Session
management also logs the user account requests and the session request details according to enterprise
policies. The target systems log the activity of each privileged user and send logs to the SIEM. NIST SP
800-92, Guide to Computer Security Log Management [9], was utilized for SIEM implementation and
configuration guidance. The SIEM stores logs generated by each system and performs analytics to
identify anomalous activity. Anomalous activity is reported to security analysts.

542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549

Automated account discovery provides the enterprise with continuous monitoring for accounts that may
be considered privileged, and with changes to those accounts. Based on enterprise policies, the PAM
administrators may include these newly identified privileged accounts in the PAM system. Automated
account discovery can also be used to alert security analysts when account changes occur among the
privileged accounts or if a nonprivileged account escalation attempt occurs. The highavailability/replication components are identified in the architecture to highlight the need to ensure
high availability of a PAM system. An enterprise may find that a subset of the components is sufficient to
address its risk mitigation needs.

550
551
552

UBA and high-availability/replication components were not included in the example solutions
implemented in the NCCoE lab. The high-availability/replication component was not included due to the
limited implementation scope of the NCCoE lab representative enterprise instance.

553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560

UBA solutions are designed to detect behaviors of concern by combining all relevant data (e.g., network
and client/host-based activity, human resource systems, employee reports, public records, travel
records), and to then look for meaningful patterns of behavior. For example, a UBA solution can detect
that an attack, such as a privilege escalation attack, has been launched (ideally during the early
formative stages of that attack). UBA was not included in the example implementations due to the lack
of relevant data needed for effective pattern-of-behavior analysis. Because UBA techniques vary widely,
UBA for PAM may be considered by organizations that can identify the specific dimensions of behavior
and analysis important in their environment and risk management decisions.
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561

5 Example Implementations

562
563
564
565
566
567
568

Multiple PAM implementations are included in this guide to illustrate the varied PAM techniques
available and the various use cases where PAM provides value. Each example implementation illustrates
a different PAM technique or implementation approach. An organization may consider implementing
the PAM technique that best addresses its security needs. The implementations include PAM for IT
infrastructure, business-critical/high-value applications, cloud services, privileged user workstations, and
SIEM. The example implementations are constructed on the NCCoE lab’s infrastructure and consist of
several products to compose each implementation.

569
570
571
572

The lab infrastructure consists of a VMware vSphere virtualization operating environment. We used
network-attached storage and virtual switches, as well as internet access, to interconnect the solution
components. Both commercially available and open-source technologies are included in the lab
infrastructure. The lab network is not connected to the NIST enterprise network.

573
574
575
576
577
578
579

Table 5-1 lists (alphabetically) the specific components/capabilities that the NCCoE utilized in the
example implementations to create the desired functionality of PAM. Each component’s functions are
identified by the Component ID number from Table 3-3 in Section 3.6. For example, in Table 5-1, the
Component ID 6 indicates Session Management. Note that many of the products offer capabilities other
than those used in the NCCoE example implementations. The example implementations focus on the
capabilities, rather than the products. The NCCoE is not recommending, assessing, or certifying the
products included in the example implementations.

580

Table 5-1 Example Implementation Component List

581
582
583
584

Product Vendor

Component (product) Name

Component ID

Bomgar (formerly Lieberman
Software)
Ekran System
IdRamp
Radiant Logic
Remediant
RSA
Splunk
TDi Technologies
OneSpan (formerly VASCO)

Red Identity Suite

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

System Client
Secure Access
RadiantOne FID
SecureONE
SecureID Access
Splunk Enterprise
ConsoleWorks
DIGIPASS

9, 10
2
1, 11
3, 4, 8
2
11
3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10
2

The example implementations described in the following sections are built around typical enterprise
infrastructure components: SAMBA file server, Apache web server, Microsoft Structured Query
Language (SQL) server, and a Microsoft Active Directory server that also runs Microsoft Domain Name
System service, as well as an array of client machines, primarily running Windows 10 and Ubuntu 16.04.
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585
586
587

Open-source router and firewall technologies were used as well. The implementation also included the
Microsoft Azure Active Directory cloud service. The details of the implementations are included in
Volume C of this practice guide.

588
589
590
591
592
593
594
595
596
597

The NCCoE built three example solutions in its lab. We built these examples to illustrate our modular
approach and the wide variety of PAM techniques and approaches to the organizational management of
privileged accounts. Organizations may identify techniques and or approaches for implementation (in
part or in whole), based on their risk management decisions, regulatory/compliance requirements, and
other resource constraints. The example solutions are described in the following subsections. Each
subsection includes a diagram depicting the example solution implementation and the data flows. In the
example implementations, management networks were implemented to highlight the need to segment
networks for management, and event-log and production traffic as a best practice. Organizations may
choose to segment traffic, based on their risk management decisions. The management network is
described in Volume C.

598

5.1 Example Implementation 1: Application Layer PAM

599
600
601
602
603
604
605

Example Implementation 1 was designed and implemented to illustrate PAM for the application-layer
(including high-value applications) privileged accounts. These accounts are used by accounts payable
administrators and specialists, social media administrators, writers/editors, human resources
administrators, personnel managers, etc. These types of users are authorized to administer or use
applications (including high-value applications) that can have significant (positive or negative) impacts
on an organization. In this example, privileged user workstations have additional monitoring to illustrate
local-workstation PAM capabilities. Where possible, all data-at-rest and data-in-transit are encrypted.

606
607

In Example Implementation 1 (Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2), the NCCoE utilized these products to monitor
and control privileged user access:

608
609



Bomgar (formerly Lieberman) Privileged Identity and Application Launcher provides PAM
capabilities.

610



The Ekran agent provides PAM monitoring capabilities for the privileged user workstations.

611
612



RSA Authentication Manager provides onetime-passcode synchronization and authentication
(Option 1, Figure 5-1).

613
614



IdRamp Secure Access, combined with Microsoft Authenticator and Azure Active Directory
services, provides onetime-passcode synchronization and authentication (Option 2, Figure 5-2).

615
616



Microsoft Active Directory provides the enterprise privileged-user identity store (source for
privileged user identity information).

617
618



Splunk Enterprise provides the security monitoring, logging, and auditing component (SIEM)
(see Section 5.5 for a description of the security monitoring component).
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619

Figure 5-1 Example Implementation 1: Application Layer PAM Architecture (Option 1)

620
621
622
623
624
625
626
627
628
629
630
631

In this example implementation, the Ekran Agent monitors the privileged user activity on their
workstation. A best practice is that privileged users perform their work from dedicated workstations.
That workstation should not be used for nonprivileged user activities like email, web browsing, and
other organizational activities. The Bomgar Privileged Identity server provides the privileged-user-access
control interface. The user is authenticated based on their user account information within the
privileged user identity store that is implemented by using Microsoft Active Directory. Once the
privileged user authenticates with their username, password, and second authentication factor (a
onetime passcode via a phone application), the user is forwarded to the application launcher. Multiple
onetime-passcode products are utilized to highlight seamless modular implementation approaches to
implementing onetime passcodes for use in PAM implementations. Both RSA and IdRamp utilize a
onetime-passcode mobile application to provide the onetime-passcode second authentication factor.

632
633
634
635
636
637
638
639
640
641

In this example implementation, the NCCoE chose to integrate IdRamp with the Microsoft Authenticator
service to provide the onetime passcode. Both RSA Authentication Manager and the Microsoft
Authenticator service provide synchronization and authentication of the onetime passcode. The
application launcher gives the user a proxied access to the target system application. This PAM
implementation has used the account sharing PAM technique described in Section 4. The privileged
account required to access this application is used by the application launcher. The username is stored
in the application launcher, and the current password is pulled from a password vault. In this
implementation, we chose to have the password change after each application session is closed. The
session information is optionally monitored and recorded by the application launcher server for one or
more of the following purposes: security, forensics, and training. Logs of the session details are reported
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642
643

to a security monitoring system for the detection of anomalous activity. The following list describes the
authentication and access-control steps referenced in Figure 5-1:

644
645
646

1. The user connects to the Bomgar Privileged Identity web interface from their workstation and
enters their username, password, and RSA token from the SecureID Access (Option 1) or
Microsoft Authenticator (Option 2) application on their phone.

647
648

2. Bomgar authenticates the user by querying Active Directory to check the username and
password. Active Directory returns an authentication response.

649
650
651

3. Bomgar sends the RSA token to the RSA Authentication Manager by using RADIUS (Option 1), or
the Microsoft token to the Azure Active Directory services using Security Assertion Markup
Language (SAML) via the IdRamp product (Option 2).

652
653

4. RSA Authentication Manager (Option 1) or Azure Active Directory services (Option 2) via the
IdRamp product verifies the token and returns the allow/deny response to Bomgar.

654
655

5. Bomgar gives the user access to the full web interface, which allows the user to access the
application launcher server.

656
657

6. The application launcher provides access to the target system either directly or via a remote
desktop application.

658

Figure 5-2 Example Implementation 1: Application Layer PAM Architecture (Option 2)

659
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660

5.2 Example Implementation 2: Organization Infrastructure PAM

661
662
663
664
665
666

Example Implementation 2 was designed and implemented to illustrate PAM for the infrastructure of an
organization (e.g., networking devices, servers, workstations, databases, applications). Typical
infrastructure users are configuring network devices, updating server operating systems (OSs) and
application software, among other tasks. These users are the typical system administrators. In this
example, privileged user workstations have additional monitoring to illustrate local-workstation PAM
capabilities. Where possible, all data-at-rest and data-in-transit are encrypted.

667
668

In Example Implementation 2 (Figure 5-3), the NCCoE utilized the following products to monitor and
control privileged user access:

669
670



Remediant SecureONE provides PAM for the organization infrastructure and utilizes Google
Authenticator for the MFA second factor for authentication.

671



Ekran Agent provides the session monitoring/replay for the privileged user workstations.

672
673



Microsoft Active Directory provides the enterprise privileged-user identity store (source for
privileged user identity information).

674



Splunk Enterprise provides the security monitoring, logging, and auditing component (SIEM).

675

Figure 5-3 Example Implementation 2: Organization Infrastructure PAM Architecture

676
677
678
679

In this example implementation, the Ekran Agent monitors the privileged user’s activity on their
workstation. A best practice is that privileged users perform their work from dedicated workstations.
Those workstations should not be used for nonprivileged user activities like email, web browsing, and
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680
681
682
683
684
685
686
687
688
689
690
691
692

other organizational activities. The Remediant SecureONE server provides the privileged-user-access
control interface. The user is authenticated based on their user account information, which is
authenticated by the user identity store implemented by using Microsoft Active Directory. In this
example implementation, Google Authenticator is used to provide the second authentication factor via
mobile Google Authenticator application. SecureONE includes a Google Authenticator server
application, but can also be configured to utilize other existing MFA solutions. Once the privileged user
authenticates with their username, password, and second authentication factor (a onetime passcode via
Google Authenticator), SecureONE completes a temporary (policy-based time limit) user account
escalation on the target system to enable that user to perform user activities. Once SecureONE
completes the privilege escalation, the user is instructed to connect directly to the target system. When
the user completes their activities on the target system, they disconnect or close the session. After the
policy-based time limit expires, or if manually requested by the user, SecureONE de-escalates the user
account privilege on the target system.

693
694
695
696
697
698
699
700

This PAM implementation uses the account escalation PAM technique described in Section 4. In this
technique, the target system user account is temporarily escalated to a privileged user status for a
policy-based time limit. The target system must be configured to log all of the activity needed to
monitor the user activity for normal, privileged, and anomalous activity. The session information is
optionally monitored and recorded by the SIEM and the SecureONE server for one or more of the
following purposes: security monitoring, forensics, and training. Logs from the target system and
SecureONE server are reported to a security monitoring system for detecting anomalous activity. The
following list describes the authentication and access-control steps referenced in Figure 5-2:

701
702

1. The user connects to the Remediant SecureONE web interface by using their username,
password, and Google Authenticator onetime passcode.

703
704

2. Remediant authenticates the user by querying Active Directory to check the username and
password.

705

3. Active Directory returns an authentication response.

706

4. If the user is authenticated, then Remediant SecureONE validates the onetime passcode.

707
708

5. Remediant SecureONE confirms that the user is authorized to escalate privileges on the target
system.

709
710

6. If the user is authorized, then Remediant SecureONE escalates the user’s privileges on the userrequested target system for a policy-based time-limited duration.

711

7. The user directly logs into the requested target by using their username and password.

712
713

8. The access is automatically de-escalated after the prespecified period of time, or as manually
commanded by the user.
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714

5.3 Example Implementation 3: SIEM

715
716
717
718
719
720
721
722

Example Implementation 3 was designed and implemented to illustrate PAM for the SIEM of an
organization. The SIEM platform is a critical component of any cybersecurity architecture. The SIEM,
provided by Splunk, typically operates and is accessed via the management network within an
enterprise. The privileged accounts that are used to access the SIEM are used by the privileged users
who perform their work functions on the SIEM. Those functions include administering and operating the
SIEM as well as security operations activities. In Example Implementation 3, privileged user workstations
have additional monitors to illustrate additional PAM capabilities. Where possible, all data-at-rest and
data-in-transit are encrypted.

723
724

In Example Implementation 3 (Figure 5-4), the NCCoE utilized the following products to monitor and
control privileged user access:

725



TDi Consoleworks provides PAM for the security monitoring system.

726



Ekran System provides PAM for the privileged user workstations.

727
728



OneSpan (formerly VASCO) Authentication Server provides an interface between the PAM
components and the MFA second factor for authentication (via mobile application).

729



Radiant Logic RadiantOne FID provides the privileged user identity store.

730
731



Microsoft Active Directory provides the enterprise standard-user identity store (source for
privileged user identity information).

732



Splunk Enterprise provides the security monitoring, logging, and auditing component.
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733

Figure 5-4 Example Implementation 3: SIEM Architecture

734
735
736
737
738

In this example implementation, the Ekran Agent monitors the privileged user’s activity on their
workstation. A best practice is that privileged users perform their work from dedicated workstations.
Those workstations should not be used for nonprivileged user activities like email, web browsing, and
other organizational activities.

739
740
741
742
743
744
745
746
747

The TDi Technologies ConsoleWorks server provides the privileged-user-access control interface. The
user is authenticated based on their user account information, which is authenticated via the
RadiantOne FID privileged-user identity store. RadiantOne FID forwards the authentication request to
the Microsoft Active Directory for an authentication response. Once the privileged user authenticates
with their username, password, and second authentication factor (a onetime passcode via a phone
application), the user is presented with only their authorized set of target systems. The OneSpan server
provides the second-authentication-factor synchronization and authentication. DIGIPASS is the mobile
device application providing the user with the second-factor onetime passcode. ConsoleWorks provides
the user with proxied access to the target system application.

748
749
750
751
752
753

This PAM implementation uses the account sharing PAM technique described in Section 4. In this
example implementation, the privileged accounts required to access the SIEM and Ekran management
applications are reused by ConsoleWorks. The username and current password are securely stored in
ConsoleWorks. In this implementation, we chose not to have the password change after each session.
The session information is optionally monitored and recorded by ConsoleWorks for one or more of the
following purposes: security, forensics, and training. Logs of the session details are reported to a security
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754
755

monitoring system for detecting anomalous activity. The following list describes the authentication and
access-control steps referenced in Figure 5-3:

756
757

1. The user connects to the ConsoleWorks web interface by using their username, password, and
OneSpan Authentication Server and DIGIPASS onetime-passcode mobile application.

758
759

2. ConsoleWorks authenticates the user by querying the OneSpan server to check the username,
password, and onetime passcode.

760

3. OneSpan passes the username and password authentication query to RadiantOne FID.

761
762

4. RadiantOne FID passes the authentication query to Active Directory, which returns an
authentication response.

763

5. RadiantOne FID passes the response from Active Directory to OneSpan.

764
765

6. OneSpan passes an allow/deny response to ConsoleWorks, based on the response from
RadiantOne FID and the onetime-passcode validation.

766
767

7. If authenticated, the user is presented with their authorized target system choices by
ConsoleWorks (the choices are based on pre-established policies).

768
769

8. After choosing the target system, ConsoleWorks creates a proxied connection to the target
system.

770

5.4 Security Monitoring Implementation

771
772
773
774
775
776
777
778

Security monitoring is an important aspect of any cybersecurity implementation. The NCCoE based the
security monitoring implementation on the guidance found in the Architecture section of NIST SP 80092, Guide to Computer Security Log Management [9]. The NCCoE implemented the network
segmentation recommendation from NIST SP 800-92 in the solutions described above for
management/PAM network use by PAM systems for access to the target systems, excluding the
application PAM use. The same management/PAM network would also be used to collect logs from each
of the target systems and PAM systems. Figure 5-5 illustrates the data flow across the
management/PAM network. Where possible, all data-at-rest and data-in-transit are encrypted.
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779

Figure 5-5 Security Monitoring Implementation Architecture

780
781

5.5 Use Cases

782

5.5.1 Typical Administrator (Directory, Cloud Service, Etc.)

783
784
785

From time to time, directories, cloud services, and other systems need to be updated or reconfigured.
For example, a new application account may need to be added to support a new or modified
application.

786

5.5.1.1 Scenario

787
788
789
790
791
792

A new application (on-premises or in the cloud) is developed that requires a new system account to gain
access to an existing database. A directory administrator is assigned to add the account. In this scenario,
the administrator may log into the directory by using a shared privileged account. The password may be
shared among other accounts or administrators. This change may be reported to a SIEM for monitoring
purposes. The report should consist of all of the information necessary to identify the administrator, the
time that the change occurred, the account used to make the change, and a description of the change.
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793
794
795
796
797
798
799

In this scenario, without PAM, there is no evidence of who made the change, as shared
accounts/passwords are used, and there is no evidence of what actions were taken to create the
change. If a mistake was made, then the investigator (probably an administration manager) would have
to sift through logs and interview the various administrators to understand who made the change and
how it was done. Shared accounts/passwords limit the data available to determine who made a change.
If an inadvertent or purposeful incorrect change occurs, then the change may be difficult to remediate
because a full description of the user’s actions may be difficult to determine.

800

5.5.1.2 Resolution

801
802
803
804
805
806
807
808
809
810
811
812
813

The use of a PAM system enables the manager to conclude an investigation without relying on the
administrator’s memories of the event or sifting through logs. MFA ensures that each PAM user is
authorized through strong authentication techniques. Password management ensures that a unique
password is used for each system accessed. Password management provides the password to log into
each system for each new session and can automatically change the password after each session or
other configured aspect. Policy management dictates which systems a user is authorized to access.
Session management controls access to the systems that users are authorized to access. Session
management logs the user activities in each session and can optionally record each session to allow the
manager to review the method or set of commands used to make the change. In addition, session
monitoring provides logs of the event to the security monitoring system or SIEM for correlation with
other enterprise events. If the SIEM is configured to alert on specific PAM events or combinations of
events, then the manager can be proactively notified to review the specific type of changes that are
concerning. In that way, a manager can react as needed versus using their time for monitoring.

814

5.5.1.3 Other Considerations

815
816
817
818

A PAM system can offer additional controls and protections such as automated discovery and MFA.
Automated discovery identifies new privileged accounts immediately after they are created. This
function provides an additional layer of monitoring for the enterprise to identify privileged accounts that
are created both pre and post implementation of the PAM system.

819

5.5.2 Security Analyst

820

The security analyst accesses the system logs as part of a server-outage investigation.

821

5.5.2.1 Scenario

822
823
824
825
826

In response to an incident or alert, a security analyst requires access to the recorded logs associated
with the incident or alert. The analyst opens the SIEM to review the incident/alert data and identify the
directly and indirectly affected components. Once the components are identified, the analyst must gain
access and review the log data for each component. At this time, the analyst may assess the data that
generated the alert, including interpolating the data relationships and the order of events. The
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827
828

assessment includes identifying the users involved, the accounts that they accessed, and the systems
involved.

829
830
831
832
833
834

In this scenario, there is no direct evidence of who caused the incident or what set of actions were taken
that created the outage. To determine who (if a person is responsible) was involved in the incident, the
analyst would have to interview the various administrators to understand who made the change and
how it was done. Shared accounts/passwords limit the data available to determine who made a change.
If an inadvertent or purposeful incorrect change occurs, then the individual involved may be difficult to
identify because a full description of the user’s actions may be difficult to determine.

835

5.5.2.2 Resolution

836
837
838
839
840
841
842
843

The use of a PAM system enables the security analyst to conclude an investigation without relying on
the administrator’s memories of the event, or on sifting through logs if a privileged user is responsible
for the alert/incident. PAM systems log the user activities in each session and can optionally record each
session to allow the manager to review the method or set of commands used to make the change. In
addition, the PAM system provides logs of the event to the security monitoring system or SIEM for
correlation with other enterprise events. If the SIEM is configured to alert on particular PAM events or
combinations of events, then the manager can be proactively notified to review specific changes that
are concerning. In that way, a manager can react as needed versus using their time for monitoring.

844

5.5.2.3 Other Considerations

845
846
847

PAM systems can also incorporate session recording. The session recording can be useful for
determining the most expedient course of action to reverse/remediate the undesirable system changes
that caused the incident.

848

5.5.3 Business-Critical/High-Value Application Access

849
850
851

Social media accounts are high-value applications due to the potential impact of misuse. Other examples
of high-value applications are accounts-payable and human-resources systems or any other application
that could significantly impact an organization’s operations.

852

5.5.3.1 Scenario

853
854
855
856
857
858
859

A marketing manager decides to manipulate the organization’s brand loyalty by posting a negative
report in the company Twitter account. The marketing manager’s plan includes using the shared account
password to ensure that there is no direct indication of the manager logging into the account. The
manager knows that the password has previously been used by at least four other people in the
organization. The marketing manager posts the negative report by using the shared account. After the
post becomes public, the company posts a retraction and begins an investigation into the negative post.
Where does the enterprise look for the chain of events that led to the “mistaken” announcement?
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860

5.5.3.2 Resolution

861
862
863
864
865
866

A PAM system can enable the enterprise to control and manage users of social media accounts. Any
approved user can use the PAM system to access the social media accounts. The PAM system can log
user activity in each session and can optionally record each session to allow the organization to review
the set of commands (including all entries) used to create social media posts. In addition, the PAM
system provides logs of the event to the security monitoring system or SIEM for correlation with other
enterprise events.

867
868
869
870

If the organization used a PAM system to manage access to social media accounts, then all activity could
be recorded for after-action reporting and forensic investigations. In the scenario described above, the
PAM system could have recorded the activity that led to the negative post and could have enabled the
organization to quickly identify the rogue employee.

871

5.5.3.3 Other Considerations

872
873
874

A PAM system can offer additional controls and protections, such as two-person control. Two-person
control can enforce review policies that might require a second person (possibly the social media
manager) to review all changes prior to posting. This type of control can occur in real time.

875

6 Security Characteristic Analysis

876
877
878
879
880
881

This section discusses the results of a comprehensive security evaluation of the reference design shown
in Figure 4‑2. This evaluation focuses on the security of the reference design itself. In addition, it
explains the security benefits and drawbacks of the example solutions. The analysis, and the results
documented herein, supports the program goals, efforts, and activities necessary to protect, and to
achieve compliance with, organizational security requirements for PAM. The security characteristic
analysis of the PAM reference design is organized as follows:

882
883
884
885
886



Section 6.4, Analysis of the Reference Design’s Support for Cybersecurity Framework
Subcategories, analyzes the reference architecture in terms of the specific subcategories of the
Cybersecurity Framework that it supports. This section identifies the security benefits of each of
the reference design capabilities and discusses how the reference architecture supports specific
cybersecurity activities, as specified in terms of Cybersecurity Framework subcategories.

887
888



Section 6.5, Security of the Reference Design, reviews vulnerabilities and attack vectors that the
reference design might introduce, as well as ways to mitigate them.

889
890
891
892



Section 6.6, Deployment Recommendations, highlights the policies and best practices that an
organization may consider when initiating or implementing any part or all of the reference
architecture. This section includes references to NIST best practices that may help secure the
implementation and the greater infrastructure.
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893

6.1 Assumptions and Limitations

894

The security characteristic evaluation has the following limitations:

895



It is neither a comprehensive test of all security components nor a red-team exercise.

896



It cannot identify all weaknesses.

897
898
899



It does not include the lab infrastructure. It is assumed that an organization’s infrastructure is
hardened against known threats. Security testing of the lab example implementations would not
be relevant to those adopting the reference design.

900

6.2 Build Testing

901
902
903

The purpose of the security characteristic analysis is to examine the extent to which the example
solution meets its objective of demonstrating PAM functionality as defined in Section 3.2. In addition, it
is intended to explain the security benefits and drawbacks of the reference design.

904

6.3 Scenarios and Findings

905
906
907
908
909
910

One aspect of our security evaluation involved assessing how well the reference design addresses the
security characteristics that it was intended to support. The Cybersecurity Framework subcategories
were used to provide structure to the security assessment. The cited sections provide validation points
that the example solution would be expected to exhibit. Using the Cybersecurity Framework
subcategories as a basis for organizing our analysis allowed us to systematically consider how well the
reference design supports the intended security characteristics.

911
912

6.4 Analysis of the Reference Design’s Support for Cybersecurity
Framework Subcategories

913
914
915
916
917

Table 6-1 lists reference design capabilities, their functions, and the addressed subcategories, along with
the products that we used to instantiate each capability in the example implementation. The focus of
the security evaluation is not on these specific products, but on the Cybersecurity Framework
subcategories, because, in theory, any number of commercially available products could be substituted
to provide the Cybersecurity Framework support represented by a given reference design capability.

918
919
920
921
922
923

The “Cybersecurity Framework Subcategories” column of Table 6-1 lists the Cybersecurity Framework
subcategories that each capability of the reference design supports. The references provide solution
validation, listing specific security functions and controls that a solution supporting the desired
Cybersecurity Framework would include. Using the Cybersecurity Framework subcategories as a basis
for organizing our analysis allowed us to systematically consider how well the reference design supports
specific security activities and provides structure to our security analysis. The remainder of this
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924
925

subsection describes how the reference design and implemented products support each of the
identified Cybersecurity Framework subcategories.

926

Table 6-1 PAM Reference Design Capabilities and Supported Cybersecurity Framework Subcategories
Cybersecurity Framework
Subcategories

Component

Specific Product

Function

1. Identity
Store LDAP

Radiant Logic
RadiantOne FID

1. An identity repository
specifically reserved for
the privileged users of
the organization
2. Account change monitoring and reporting

ID.AM-6: Cybersecurity
roles and responsibilities for
the entire workforce and
third-party stakeholders
(e.g., suppliers, customers,
partners) are established.
ID.GV-1: Organizational information security policy is
established.
ID.GV-2: Information security roles and responsibilities
are coordinated and aligned
with internal roles and external partners.
PR.AC-1: Identities and credentials are managed for
authorized devices and users.
PR.AC-4: Access permissions
are managed, incorporating
the principles of least privilege and separation of duties.

2. MFA

RSA SecureID
Access

3. Add-on MFA capabilities
for PAM system user
login authentication
4. Logs of each authentication attempt

PR.AC-1: Identities and credentials are managed for
authorized devices and users.

IdRamp Secure
Access combined
with Microsoft
Authenticator and
Azure Active
Directory services
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Component

Specific Product

Function

Cybersecurity Framework
Subcategories

OneSpan
(Formerly VASCO)
DIGIPASS
3. User
Interface

Bomgar (formerly
Lieberman
Software) Red
Identity Suite
Remediant
SecureONE
TDi Technologies
ConsoleWorks

4. Policy
Bomgar (formerly
Management Lieberman
Software) Red
Identity Suite

5. Login authentication and
a user-to-PAM-system
interactive interface
through which users interact to establish work
sessions for each system
that they administer or
access to perform their
work functions

N/A

6. The enterprise privileged-user access and
control policies, such as
privileged user sessions,
are limited to four hours.

ID.AM-6: Cybersecurity
roles and responsibilities for
the entire workforce and
third-party stakeholders
(e.g., suppliers, customers,
partners) are established.
ID.GV-1: Organizational information security policy is
established.
ID.GV-2: Information security roles and responsibilities
are coordinated and aligned
with internal roles and external partners.
ID.GV-4: Governance and
risk management processes
address cybersecurity risks.
PR.AC-1: Identities and credentials are managed for
authorized devices and users.
PR.AC-4: Access permissions
are managed, incorporating

Remediant
SecureONE
TDi Technologies
ConsoleWorks
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Component

Specific Product

Function

Cybersecurity Framework
Subcategories
the principles of least privilege and separation of duties.

5. Password
Bomgar (formerly
Management Lieberman
Software) Red
Identity Suite

7. Management and enforcement of the enterprise password policies

ID.GV-4: Governance and
risk management processes
address cybersecurity risks.
PR.AC-1: Identities and credentials are managed for
authorized devices and users.

6. Session
Bomgar (formerly
Management Lieberman
Software) Red
Identity Suite

8. The session start and
stop functionality
9. Enforces the enterprise
access and control policies within each work
session, such as limiting
sessions to Secure Shell
(SSH) or Remote Desktop
Protocol (RDP) or limiting
allowed application use
on the target system

PR.AC-1: Identities and credentials are managed for
authorized devices and users.
PR.DS-2: Data in transit is
protected.
PR.PT-3: Access to systems
and assets is controlled, incorporating the principle of
least functionality.
PR.PT-4: Communications
and control networks are
protected.

10. Provides secure storage
of the current password
for each privileged account managed by the
PAM system

PR.DS-1: Data at rest is protected.

11. PAM use in unpredicted
or emergency situations
when access to privileged accounts is required by unanticipated

ID.BE-5: Resilience requirements to support delivery of
critical services are established.

TDi Technologies
ConsoleWorks

7. Password
Vault

Bomgar (formerly
Lieberman
Software) Red
Identity Suite
TDi Technologies
ConsoleWorks

8. Emergency
Access

Bomgar (formerly
Lieberman
Software) Red
Identity Suite
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Component

Specific Product
Remediant
SecureONE
TDi Technologies
ConsoleWorks

9. Automated
Account
Discovery

Bomgar (formerly
Lieberman
Software) Red
Identity Suite
Remediant
SecureONE

Function
users (privileged or
nonprivileged)required
by unanticipated users
(privileged or nonprivileged)

12. Automated search of the
enterprise for evidence
and identification of privileged accounts, such as
domain administrators
or accounts that directly
or indirectly (through inheritance of privileges)
have privileged-accountlevel authority
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Cybersecurity Framework
Subcategories
ID.GV-1: Organizational information security policy is
established.
ID.GV-2: Information security roles and responsibilities
are coordinated and aligned
with internal roles and external partners.
ID.GV-4: Governance and
risk management processes
address cybersecurity risks.
PR.AC-1: Identities and credentials are managed for
authorized devices and users.
PR.AC-4: Access permissions
are managed, incorporating
the principles of least privilege and separation of duties.
ID.GV-4: Governance and
risk management processes
address cybersecurity risks.
PR.AC-1: Identities and credentials are managed for
authorized devices and users.
PR.AC-4: Access permissions
are managed, incorporating
the principles of least privilege and separation of duties.
DE.CM-7: Monitoring for unauthorized personnel, connections, devices, and software is performed.
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Cybersecurity Framework
Subcategories

Component

Specific Product

Function

10. Session
Monitoring

Ekran System
Client

13. A mechanism to identify,
log, and alert on anomalous privileged-account
activity

DE.CM-3: Personnel activity
is monitored to detect potential cybersecurity events.

14. Session review for training and event review and
investigations

RS.AN-3: Forensics are performed.

15. Logging and auditing
provide log storage, analysis, and alerting components

DE.AE-2: Detected events
are analyzed to understand
attack targets and methods.
DE.AE-3: Event data are aggregated and correlated
from multiple sources and
sensors.
DE.AE-5: Incident alert
thresholds are established.
DE.CM-3: Personnel activity
is monitored to detect potential cybersecurity events.
DE.CM-7: Monitoring for unauthorized personnel, connections, devices, and software is performed.
PR.PT-1: Audit/log records
are determined, documented, implemented, and
reviewed in accordance with
policy.
RS.CO-2: Events are reported consistent with established criteria.

16. Virtual machines, networking, routing, firewalls, etc.

PR.AC-5: Network integrity
is protected, incorporating

TDi Technologies
ConsoleWorks
11. Session
Replay

Ekran System
Client
TDi Technologies
ConsoleWorks

12. Security
Monitoring

Splunk Enterprise
Radiant Logic
RadiantOne FID

13. Lab
Environment

Miscellaneous
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Component

Specific Product

Function

Cybersecurity Framework
Subcategories
network segregation where
appropriate.
PR.DS-5: Protections against
data leaks are implemented.

927
928
929
930

Note: Table 6-1 describes only the product capabilities and the Cybersecurity Framework subcategory
support that the reference architecture addresses. Many of the products have additional security
capabilities that are not listed in this table.

931

6.4.1 Supported Cybersecurity Framework Subcategories

932
933
934
935
936
937
938
939
940
941
942
943
944
945

The reference design is created to identify a set of capabilities and their relationship to provide a PAM
solution. These capabilities ensure that privileged accounts are protected from potential cyber attacks
and breaches. The Cybersecurity Framework (i.e., functions, categories, and subcategories) defines the
capabilities and processes needed to implement a cybersecurity program. Within this practice guide
(Table 3-1), the NCCoE has identified the Cybersecurity Framework subcategory capabilities and
processes that are desirable to implement a PAM solution. In the following subsections, we review how
the PAM reference design addresses the Cybersecurity Framework subcategories included in Table 3-1
with technical capabilities. The following subsections also include the Cybersecurity Framework
subcategory processes from Table 3-1 that are beyond the scope of the PAM solution, but important for
organizations to address. Some Cybersecurity Framework subcategories are supported by individual
components of the reference design, and other subcategories are supported by the reference design as
a whole. Still, other Cybersecurity Framework subcategories are relevant as long as the reference design
is predicated upon them being addressed by the enterprise-wide security architecture, policies, and
programs.

946

6.4.1.1 ID.AM-3: Organizational Communication and Data Flows Are Mapped

947
948
949
950
951
952
953
954
955

All communication paths, flows of data, directories, and connectivity between the directories and other
components that are within the reference design are clearly defined and identified. This supports the
ability to determine and control information flows, data sources, where the data is stored, who is
responsible for the data, and who is authorized to access the data throughout the organization. It also
allows policy administrators and managers to conduct risk assessments when data or the flow of data is
modified. In addition, the reference design ensures that all resources are properly classified and mapped
according to the needs of the organization. The reference design can support Cybersecurity Framework
Subcategory ID.AM-3 with respect to managing data flows associated with the use of privileged
accounts and the authentication of privileged users.
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956
957

6.4.1.2 ID.AM-6: Cybersecurity Roles and Responsibilities for the Entire Workforce and ThirdParty Stakeholders Are Established

958
959
960
961
962
963
964
965

The reference design is predicated on there being a clearly defined set of roles and responsibilities for
each privileged user that determines that user’s required access. The organization’s policy
administrators define the roles and responsibilities of the privileged users within the workforce and
describe these roles and responsibilities in terms of authorized privileged account use (and at what
level). Once these roles and responsibilities have been established and described within the reference
design, the design then serves as the mechanism for enforcing the privileged-access-control-related
aspects of these roles and responsibilities. The policy management, user interface, and session
management capabilities enforce policies for privileged users and ensure access-policy compliance.

966
967

6.4.1.3 ID.BE-5: Resilience Requirements to Support Delivery of Critical Services Are
Established

968
969
970
971
972
973
974

The reference design supports resilience by identifying system capabilities and processes that maintain
the functionality of the design in degraded environments, including emergency access, security
monitoring, detecting and preventing malicious activity, generating alerts and sending incident
notifications, etc. Emergency access allows the use of the PAM system in unpredicted or emergency
situations when access to privileged accounts is required by unanticipated users (privileged or
nonprivileged). These capabilities support the resilience requirements to deliver critical services for
most operating states (e.g., under duress/attack, during recovery, during normal operations).

975

6.4.1.4 ID.GV-1: Organizational Cybersecurity Policy Is Established and Communicated

976
977
978
979
980

Policy administrators and managers are responsible for establishing policy requirements for privileged
accounts and for the interactions between these accounts and their users. The reference design has
implemented policy enforcement and automated account discovery capabilities to support best
practices, processes, and structures that ensure privileged access policy compliance. It also ensures the
flow of information to all components to prevent and detect any unauthorized access.
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981
982

6.4.1.5 ID.GV-2: Cybersecurity Roles and Responsibilities Are Coordinated and Aligned with
Internal Roles and External Partners

983
984
985
986
987
988
989
990
991
992
993

The reference design is predicated on there being a clearly defined set of roles and responsibilities for
each privileged user that determines that user’s required access. It is expected that roles and
responsibilities are established within the organization’s information security policies, procedures,
standards, or guidelines for internal employees and contractors. This determines the level of
responsibilities or the functions that are assigned to an individual (including contractors) and at what
level of privilege they are assigned. Within the reference design, this is supported by the policy
management, user interface, and automated account discovery components, which ensure that
privileged users are authorized to perform privileged functions based on their roles and responsibilities
and that any attempts to bypass those roles are detected. It is important that the policy requirements
are communicated to all employees. Organizations adopting the reference design may ensure that
contractors clearly understand their roles and responsibilities as defined by the organization.

994
995

6.4.1.6 ID.GV-4: Governance and Risk Management Processes Address Cybersecurity
Risks

996
997
998
999
1000

Senior management is responsible for the organization’s risk assessment processes. An organization’s
risk management program should include strategies that ensure that risks are identified, registered, and
mitigated. The reference design is based on a risk assessment in Section 3.4. The reference design
capabilities support the risk analysis, risk response/mitigation, and risk monitoring process that address
the cyber risk factors that privileged accounts represent.

1001
1002

6.4.1.7 PR.AC-1: Identities and Credentials Are Issued, Managed, Verified, Revoked, and
Audited for Authorized Devices, Users, and Processes

1003
1004
1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010
1011

Organizations establish privileged-account access control policies to ensure that privileged account use
is limited to authorized personnel, least privilege is implemented, and separation of duties is
maintained. Access control policies determine the authentication method and authorization processes,
roles, and responsibilities of the users. The privileged identity store capability deployed within the
reference design provides a unique repository for privileged users’ identities and credentials. This is
fundamental to the reference design to segregate the privileged-user community and account
information from the production components of the organization. This Cybersecurity Framework
element primarily considers the implementation of privileged access controls via the account sharing
technique.
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1012
1013

6.4.1.8 PR.AC-4: Access Permissions and Authorizations Are Managed, Incorporating the
Principles of Least Privilege and Separation of Duties

1014
1015
1016

A key strength of the reference design is the ability to enforce policies for privileged accounts, including
the principles of least privilege and separation of duties. By enforcing these principles, the reference
design allows limiting unauthorized access to data and systems.

1017
1018
1019
1020
1021
1022
1023
1024
1025
1026

The policy management capability is the repository for approved-use policies for use by the session
management and user interface capabilities. The session management capability enforces the access
policies. The session management and password capabilities ensure the control of privileged sessions
and of usage of the password vault, through request and approval workflows and (optionally) timebound access. Automated account discovery is an important consideration as well, as that functionality
will detect any attempts to bypass or ignore the principles of least privilege and separation of duties. All
privileged user activities in the reference design are logged and sent to the monitoring component for
further analysis. Policy administrators and managers are responsible for setting up, making changes to,
and managing, all privileged accounts and functions. This Cybersecurity Framework element primarily
considers the implementation of privileged access controls via the account escalation technique.

1027
1028

6.4.1.9 PR.AC-5: Network Integrity Is Protected (e.g., Network Segregation, Network
Segmentation)

1029
1030
1031
1032
1033
1034

Network segmentation is a key function of this reference design. Segregating the PAM system from the
production network reduces the risk of session information interception and exposure of privileged
account information to nonprivileged users and systems, and reduces the risk of being negatively
impacted from malware or an exploit. The PAM system was implemented on a management network to
accomplish the network segmentation. Using firewalls and routers to segregate the zones also limits the
risk to the enterprise, should a vulnerability be exploited within the production network.

1035

6.4.1.10 PR.DS-1: Data at Rest Is Protected

1036
1037
1038
1039

Privileged user account information is not encrypted while stored at rest. However, this data is limited
to the privileged user identity store within the reference design and is situated in its own security
enclave or subnetwork. The security enclave consists of the physical directory only, without any other
reference design components, and is separated from the rest of the reference design by a firewall.

1040
1041
1042
1043
1044
1045
1046

Furthermore, although this information is not encrypted while at rest, its integrity is monitored by the
security monitoring capability. The security monitoring capability receives logs of privileged account
information changes from the privileged user identity store and from the underlying enterprise-wide
identity store and PAM activity log. The monitoring capability correlates and compares the log
information that it receives from each of the components, to ensure that the information is consistent
across all sources. In this way, it is possible to verify that each change made to the privileged identity
store and/or enterprise-wide identity store is the result of an authorized change by an authorized
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1047
1048
1049
1050

privileged user or system. If a change to an identity store is detected and cannot be correlated with logs
from other components, then the system generates an alert to signal that this change might be
unauthorized. File integrity tools are available to monitor for the loss of event integrity within systems
like an identity store. These tools are not addressed in the reference design.

1051

6.4.1.11 PR.DS-2: Data in Transit Is Protected

1052
1053
1054
1055
1056
1057
1058
1059
1060

Privileged user access information is encrypted while it is in transit within the reference design
components, where possible. In the example implementation, multiple applications are used to
implement the policy management and user interface (access control) components over secure
protocols (e.g., Transport Layer Security [TLS]) so that all information that flows between the
components is not transmitted over a network where it would be vulnerable to eavesdropping or
tampering. If the reference design were built using separate physical components to instantiate the
policy management and user interface components, then messages exchanged among these
components would need to be provided with at least data integrity, and preferably confidentiality,
protections.

1061
1062
1063
1064
1065

In the current example implementation (Request for Comments 2830), LDAP over SSL [Secure Sockets
Layer] (LDAPS) is used to perform read-and-write access to the identity store component, ensuring that
privileged user account information sent across a network to these other components is encrypted.
Also, when log information is sent to the monitoring component, it is encrypted, resulting in protection
from disclosure and from unauthorized modification.

1066

6.4.1.12 PR.DS-5: Protections Against Data Leaks Are Implemented

1067
1068
1069
1070
1071
1072
1073
1074
1075
1076

The reference design itself, through its focus on managing access permissions, protects the enterprise in
general against data leaks that might occur. By preventing unauthorized access to information, the
reference design protects against leaks of that information. The reference design, however, is not
intended to protect against the exfiltration of information by an authorized user; such an insider threat
is not addressed. The fact that data flows within the reference design are encrypted serves to ensure
that, even if data-in-transit within the reference design was exfiltrated, this information would not be in
plaintext form. For example, administrators may have access to administration and configuration
directories, but not to directories that contain sensitive data files. The reference design allows logging all
privileged user access, ensuring that, if a privileged user misuses their privileges and leaks data, this
activity would be recorded in log files and would generate alerts.

1077
1078
1079
1080

Within the reference design, a management network is implemented to segment network access and
can increase the effort needed to exfiltrate data. Automated account discovery is an important
consideration as well, as that functionality will detect any attempts to bypass these other protections in
an attempt to leak data by using privileged access.
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1081
1082

6.4.1.13 PR.PT-1: Audit/Log Records Are Determined, Documented, Implemented, and
Reviewed in Accordance with Policy

1083
1084
1085
1086
1087
1088
1089
1090
1091

The reference design ensures the real-time monitoring of privileged sessions and optionally can record
every session for a detailed audit trail in accordance with requirements defined by an organization’s
policies and compliance requirements. The security monitoring capability ensures that all session activity
and access-related change activity can be centrally logged, tracked, and managed. All relevant
information (e.g., about, what, when, who) at each design component is monitored and logged. The
design leverages automation to collect, protect, and analyze logs; produce log-based reports; and retain
log data to support investigations. Given that access to the logs in the monitoring capability would
enable an adversary to delete or modify logs that document adversarial activity, the ability to delete or
modify such logs should, by policy, require the cooperation of multiple individuals.

1092
1093

6.4.1.14 PR.PT-3: Access to Systems and Assets Is Controlled, Incorporating the Principle of
Least Functionality

1094
1095

Please refer to Section 6.4.1.8 for an explanation of the how the reference design supports this
Cybersecurity Framework subcategory.

1096

6.4.1.15 PR.PT-4: Communications and Control Networks Are Protected

1097
1098

Please refer to Section 6.4.1.9, Section 6.4.1.11, and Section 6.4.1.12 for an explanation of the how the
reference design supports this Cybersecurity Framework subcategory.

1099

6.4.1.16 DE.AE-2: Detected Events Are Analyzed to Understand Attack Targets and Methods

1100
1101
1102
1103
1104
1105
1106

The reference design provides comprehensive-log and advanced-threat analytics to detect malicious
activity that is near-real-time, accurate, comprehensive, and scalable. These capabilities include
analyzing logs from the PAM system capabilities and related activities of privileged accounts.
Comprehensive logs and advanced threat analytics allows analysts and administrators to detect and
correlate anomalous events in a timely, structured, and constant way. Unauthorized operation/activity
attempts are detected and analyzed through these capabilities. They also automate the processes
required to understand suspicious privileged-account access or use attempts.

1107

6.4.1.17 DE.AE-3: Event Data Are Collected and Correlated from Multiple Sources and Sensors

1108
1109

The security monitoring capability provides real-time monitoring and aggregates and correlates
privileged-account or privileged-user logs from the following sources:

1110



user interface (access control)

1111



password vault

1112



identity store (LDAP)
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1113



automated account discovery

1114



emergency access

1115



session management

1116

6.4.1.18 DE.AE-5: Incident Alert Thresholds Are Established

1117
1118
1119
1120
1121
1122
1123
1124
1125
1126

The alert thresholds are binary. If the user-access information logs that the security monitoring
capability receives from each of its sources are not consistent with each other, then an alert is
generated. If the user-access information logs received from the various components are consistent
with one another, then no alert will be generated, but the information will be logged. The reference
design provides capabilities to define thresholds and to log and audit user access information within
each directory that is consistent with established policies. All incidents and events in the reference
design are clearly communicated. Policy managers define and categorize the incident reporting process
(e.g., a user logging into an account, a web server receiving a request for a specific web page, a user
accessing files on network share, a firewall blocking a connection attempt). For additional information,
please refer to NIST SP 800-61, Computer Security Incident Handling Guide [15].

1127
1128
1129
1130
1131

In addition, the monitoring capability of the reference design ensures that logs received from any
privileged operation are consistent with each another. If any inconsistences in the logs are detected,
then an alert is generated based on the threshold defined by policy managers. This analysis may help
identify unauthorized access attempts and can be supplemented to detect some Kerberos-based
attacks.

1132

6.4.1.19 DE.CM-3: Personnel Activity Is Monitored to Detect Potential Cybersecurity Events

1133
1134
1135
1136
1137
1138
1139
1140

All activity associated with privileged accounts in the reference design is monitored on a continuous
basis. This includes all activity that administrators, policy administrators, and other privileged users
perform. It also includes alerts when an anomalous activity of an individual is detected. User-interface
and session monitoring allow configuring and recording proxy-level sessions. The logs are forwarded to
the monitoring components. For example, a malicious insider or malware attempting (successful or not)
to access an asset outside defined policies can be detected. Additionally, these capabilities can create an
unalterable audit trail of privileged account activity; improve incident response times; and provide a rich
data set from which to understand how, when, and why a security incident occurred.
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1141
1142

6.4.1.20 DE.CM-7: Monitoring for Unauthorized Personnel, Connections, Devices, and
Software Is Performed

1143
1144
1145
1146
1147
1148
1149
1150

The reference design continuously monitors all unauthorized activity and access to restricted resources
and generates alerts when a potential incident or event is detected. The user interface (access control)
and configuration components also allow configuring and recording proxy-level sessions. This ensures
the tracking and detection of suspicious activities of individuals associated with a privileged account or
system (including the secret mounting of unauthorized drives or devices). The logs are forwarded to the
monitoring components (SIEM) for proper notification. Automated account discovery is an important
consideration as well, as that functionality will detect any attempts to disable protections against
unauthorized access.

1151

6.4.1.21 RS.CO-2: Incidents Are Reported Consistent with Established Criteria

1152
1153
1154
1155
1156

The reference design provides the ability to collect logs from multiple sources. Any security incidents
associated with unauthorized account activity that are consistent with established policies will be
detected and reported (see Section 6.4.1.22 for more details). It is important to develop a structured
incident response program by implementing incident response strategies that can detect and resolve
security incidents. An effective incident response program should include the following stages:

1157



incident response process

1158



incident investigation life cycle

1159



incident remediation

1160



incident response

1161

6.4.1.22 RS.AN-3: Forensics Are Performed

1162
1163
1164
1165
1166
1167
1168

The reference design incorporates monitoring capabilities for complete visibility and control and
consolidates identity across all privileged systems, which improves reporting and reduces the audit time
as well as forensics investigations. This allows all privileged sessions and privileged user activities to be
recorded. The recording provides details on the user and their activities. This creates accountability to
support forensic investigations, troubleshoot system failures, and audit reports. For additional
information, please refer to NIST SP 800-86, Guide to Integrating Forensic Techniques into Incident
Response [16].

1169

6.5 Security of the Reference Design

1170
1171
1172

The purpose of the security characteristic analysis is to understand the extent to which the use case
meets its objective of demonstrating PAM. In addition, the analysis seeks to understand the security
benefits and drawbacks of the reference design. The list of reference design capabilities in Table 3-1
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1173
1174

focuses on the capabilities needed to ensure the integrity of system data and to manage and secure the
reference design. To this end, this section focuses on the security of the reference design itself.

1175

The following measures were implemented to protect the reference design from outside attack:

1176



installed an MFA system to provide an additional layer of security

1177
1178



installed session management capabilities to track and manage all privileged user sessions,
integrated with the password manager

1179



installed policy management

1180
1181



installed a management network to isolate log and PAM-system traffic from the production
(business operations) networks

1182



limited the use of, and access to, privileged accounts

1183



monitored identity stores to detect unapproved insertion, modification, or deletion

1184



monitored individual endpoints to detect unapproved privileged access allocation

1185



recorded and logged all privileged-account use and access activities

1186
1187



used encryption and integrity protection of identity-store-access and system logs while this
information was in transit

1188
1189
1190
1191
1192
1193

The security evaluation focuses on the capabilities, rather than the products. The NCCoE is not assessing
or certifying the security of the products included in the example implementations. We assume that an
organization already deploys network security, such as firewalls and intrusion detection devices, that are
configured using best practices. The focus of this section is securing capabilities introduced by the
reference design and minimizing their exposure to threats. The list in Table 3-2 also includes capabilities
for managing and securing the PAM reference design.

1194

6.5.1 Securing New Attack Surfaces

1195
1196
1197
1198
1199
1200
1201
1202
1203
1204
1205
1206

The reference design introduces new capabilities into an organization, and with any new capability
comes the potential for new attack surfaces. Hence, it is imperative that reference design capabilities
and their contents be secured to minimize their potential to introduce new vulnerabilities into the
enterprise. The threat landscape is dynamic. Therefore, maintaining the security of the reference design
requires establishing and maintaining privileged account control and control of security events from
multiple sources, while being responsive to perceived threats and malicious activities. However, if an
organization deploys the reference design, then the organization will also have additional capabilities
that must be safeguarded—namely, the policy management, user interface (access control), session
management, password vault, monitoring, and emergency access. Each capability must be protected
from unauthorized access so that the information that they contain is safeguarded from unauthorized
modification. One method that assists with this protection is automated account discovery, as that
function detects attempts to bypass or otherwise defeat existing information security protections.
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1207
1208
1209
1210
1211
1212
1213
1214
1215
1216

Points of entry. The user interface provides the primary point of entry for a PAM system. Therefore, the
protection of the user interface and authentication method for PAM users is critically important. The
reference design addresses the user authentication by implementing MFA to reduce the chance of a
successful impersonation of an authorized PAM user. The user interface system must be protected
within the organization by limiting access to the underlying support systems (e.g., OS, physical
hardware). A successful attack on the user interface system could allow an attacker to compromise any
of the PAM system capabilities. For example, if an adversary could compromise the policy management,
password vault, or user interface (access control) capabilities, then the attacker would be able to access
the PAM system for unauthorized use. Inappropriate or unauthorized use of these capabilities could
change the authorization levels for anyone in the enterprise.

1217
1218
1219
1220
1221
1222

Disabling monitoring. Continuous monitoring is critical to detect anomalous system changes or
activities. The monitoring capability must be protected from physical and logical access. Example
Implementation 3 provides an example of logical access control for the monitoring capability. Further,
automated account discovery is an important consideration to protect the fidelity of the monitoring and
to ensure that no attempts to bypass, redirect, or disable the continuous monitoring facility have been
made.

1223
1224
1225
1226
1227
1228
1229
1230
1231
1232
1233
1234

Sabotaging detection. Unauthorized access to the PAM user interface, password vault, and security
monitoring capabilities must be prevented because of the value of the information that they maintain
and store. The monitoring capability forms the locus of the reference design’s analytic capabilities for
detecting access control security events. The aggregation of privileged-account information and logs in
the monitoring capability provides enormous potential in terms of anomaly detection. If an adversary
could access the password vault and the monitoring capabilities to modify or delete information or to
alter the rules used to analyze information, then the ability to monitor and detect access control
anomalies could be severely impaired. The example solution illustrates one of the techniques for
protecting the PAM and security monitoring capability through a network segmentation technique. With
network segmentation, attackers are required to identify the management network, and to cross over
the network boundaries undetected, before unauthorized access to the PAM system and security
monitoring capabilities can be achieved. Network segmentation is an important defense-in-depth tactic.

1235
1236
1237
1238
1239
1240
1241
1242
1243
1244

Safeguarding the enterprise. The following sections discuss mechanisms that are used to secure these
reference design capabilities and to safeguard user access and policy information. In all cases, restricting
logical and physical access to these capabilities is key to protecting them. Standard users are never given
accounts on, or given authorization to access, any reference design capabilities. Each reference design
capability should permit access by only one or two privileged users who have the authority and
responsibility to administer that (and only that) reference design capability, or, by policy, the
cooperation of multiple individuals should be required to access any single reference design capability,
thereby decreasing the probability that any capability could be subverted by a single inside adversary.
No administrative users should reuse the same workstation or administrative activities account that
they use for other business use, such as email, word processing, or other business applications.
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1245
1246
1247
1248
1249
1250
1251
1252

Furthermore, access to the consoles/management interfaces of the machines and applications on which
the reference design capabilities reside must be protected. The PAM implementation can be used to
administer portions of the implementation, or another PAM system might be considered to administer
the primary PAM system, based on the needs and risk management decisions of the organization. Any
passwords needed for PAM system administration should be stored separately in a manner consistent
with the organization’s risk management decisions. This helps ensure that all access to any reference
design capability must be performed via the PAM (rather than directly via the machine console) or in
another secure manner.

1253

6.5.2 Securing Access to the LDAP Directory

1254
1255
1256
1257
1258
1259
1260

The identity store (LDAP) is the authoritative source for privileged account information. The security of
the identity store can be maximized by ensuring that direct connection to consoles of the machines on
which these capabilities reside is physically secured and that console passwords are secure according to
organization risk management decisions. This approach will minimize the possibility that any reference
design machine could be accessed directly, rather than via the PAM. In addition, the reference design
implements the MFA capability to ensure that all privileged access requests can be authenticated using a
strong method.

1261

6.5.3 Securing Access to the Policy Management Capability

1262
1263
1264
1265
1266
1267

The ability to create and modify privileged account policies within the policy management capability
must also be carefully controlled. By policy, workflows should be established to ensure that no single
administrator can create or modify policies in isolation. Workflows based on the principles of least
privilege and separation of duties should be defined to ensure that multiple administrators and/or
multiple administrative approvals are received before updates are performed. It should not be possible
to submit policies that have not been properly vetted and approved by using an approved workflow.

1268

6.5.4 Securing Access to the User Interface (Access Control) Capability

1269
1270
1271
1272
1273
1274
1275

The user interface capability provides login authentication and an interactive interface through which
users interact to establish work sessions for each target system that they administer or access to
perform their privileged functions. This establishes the single entry point into the reference design. The
reference design should not accept direct input from any source other than the user interface (or an
associated and equally well-authenticated application programming interface [API]). The identity store
and MFA capabilities provide additional layers of security to ensure the use of a strong authentication
method.
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1276

6.5.5 Securing Password Vault Capability

1277
1278
1279
1280
1281
1282

The password vault capability of the reference design stores and manages all passwords for every
privileged user, according to the account sharing technique. Because the vault stores sensitive data, it
becomes a target for attackers. Therefore, it is critical to protect the password vault from unauthorized
access. Access to the password vault should require two-person control to increase the resistance to a
single malicious actor acting independently. MFA should also be incorporated to further increase the
resistance to an attack that is performed via the impersonation of an authorized user.

1283

6.5.6 Securing Emergency Access Capability

1284
1285
1286
1287
1288
1289
1290
1291
1292
1293

The emergency access capability provides additional privileged account access to the PAM components
when normal access control to the password vault is broken down or when outages and failure happen
in the enterprise infrastructure. This may be the only access point to restore the PAM system to normal
operation or to use the PAM system when the unanticipated or unauthorized personnel require access
to privileged accounts. For example, if privileged users are locked out of the password vault, then the
senior administrator can log into the password vault and get the credentials for the privileged users in all
cases, even if (for example) the LDAP infrastructure is down and no one can log into the PAM system in
the usual manner. Policy administrators and managers may write down and store the emergency access
passwords in a physical vault. In such cases, the physical vault is placed in a secure location with limited
access.

1294

6.5.7 Securing Access to the Security Monitoring and Analytics Capability

1295
1296
1297
1298
1299
1300
1301
1302
1303
1304
1305

The security monitoring capability, which provides complete management and visibility within the
reference design, collects and tracks all privileged user activity in real time. Therefore, if an adversary
could modify the contents of the monitoring capability without detection, then that would negatively
impact the ability of the reference design to monitor all privileged account changes. By policy, only
security analysts, whose role is to be notified of alerts and to examine the logs pertinent to those alerts
to determine if there is a genuine security event, should be able to view logs, and the logs should be
accessible only via read-only access. Workflows based on the principles of least privilege and separation
of duties should be defined to ensure that multiple administrators and/or multiple administrative
approvals are received before any changes to the monitoring analytics are performed. It should not be
possible to create or modify analytics that have not been properly vetted and approved. Example
Implementation 3 illustrates one approach to secure a security monitoring capability.

1306

6.5.8 Ensuring Information Integrity

1307
1308
1309

Within the reference design, multiple capabilities have been implemented to prevent unauthorized
modification or deletion of access policies, privileged account information, and analytics information
stored in these capabilities. In addition to preventing access to information while it is stored in these
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1310
1311
1312
1313
1314
1315
1316
1317

capabilities, the information must be protected from modification while it is in transit between
reference design capabilities. If privileged accounts or policy information were to be deleted, modified,
or falsified while in transit between capabilities, then the result would be a loss of confidence in the
access authorization and authentication of users. It is essential that the user-access and policy
information have integrity protection, and ideally confidentiality protection, when in transit between
capabilities. Securing communications among all capabilities is essential to securing the reference
design. To provide this protection, all information sent to and from LDAP is encrypted using the TLS
protocol.

1318
1319
1320
1321
1322

All logs sent within the reference design are encrypted in transit to ensure confidentiality and integrity
from the reference design capability to the monitoring capability. Once the log file is transmitted to the
monitoring capability, it is stored in the clear (i.e., in plaintext form), where it would be vulnerable to
modification or deletion if an adversary were able to gain unauthorized access to the monitoring
capability.

1323

6.5.9 Protecting Privileged Accounts

1324
1325
1326
1327
1328
1329
1330

In any organization that adopts the reference design, we would expect there to be several classes of
privileged users who are authorized to access reference design capabilities or the machines on which
they are running, for administering those capabilities and machines. It is important to limit privileged
users and accounts by enforcing the principle of least-privilege access controls. The reference design
implements the automatic account discovery capability, which ensures the detection of all privileged
account changes within the privileged identity store and of the assets administered or otherwise
accessed by using privileged accounts.

1331

6.5.10 Preventing Insider Threats

1332
1333
1334
1335
1336
1337
1338
1339
1340
1341

Insider threats are difficult to detect. The attacks perpetuated by insiders, and the consequences
resulting from such attacks, can be very costly. The reference design supports the principles of least
privilege and separation of duties. These principles restrict privileged users to only those resources to
which their role gives them access, and limit privileged users in what they are authorized to do with
those resources. The implementation of these policies does not prevent inside attacks; however, it can
reduce the scope of the damage that an insider can cause. The privileged account identity store and
MFA capabilities in the reference design prevent an unauthorized user from using privileged accounts.
These measures ensure that the reference design itself is secure from any nonprivileged user insider
threat. Any organization adopting the reference design should ensure the integration of these protective
mechanisms and other solutions that it may see fit in its implementation against insider threats.
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1342

6.5.11 Addressing Attacks

1343
1344
1345
1346
1347
1348

The specific challenge of the reference design is the abuse of privileged account credentials. Once these
accounts are compromised, an adversary can create additional accounts to avoid detection, escalate
their privileges, and disrupt critical services. To address these and other related challenges in a
comprehensive way, we used the Adversarial Tactics, Techniques, and Common Knowledge (ATT&CK)
model and framework developed by The MITRE Corporation, to identify the following adversary tactics
and techniques against which the reference design protects:

1349
1350



Privilege escalation and credential access result when an adversary obtains or modifies a higher
level of permissions on a system or network than they are authorized to have.

1351
1352
1353
1354
1355
1356
1357
1358

•

An adversary employing the tactic of privilege escalation might use the technique to modify
their privilege information attributes that are stored in LDAP, so that these attributes
permit the adversary to have more access authority than entitled. In this attack technique,
the adversary tries to circumvent the principle of least privilege. The reference design
protects against circumventing the principle of least privilege, through MFA, password
managers, session management, automated account discovery, logging, and security
monitoring, which enables it to detect changes in privileged account information that is
stored in LDAP.

1359
1360
1361
1362
1363

•

Alternatively, an adversary attempting to abuse privileges could use the technique of
creating a secret account in one of the enterprise’s directories and giving that new account
the desired higher level of privilege for malicious purposes. This means that the adversary
is not using the PAM user interface. The monitoring and logging system is designed to
detect and generate an alert when an unauthorized new account is created.

1364
1365
1366
1367

•

Similarly, an adversary could create a local account (outside the scope of the enterprise
directory) and grant it privileged access. The unauthorized new account will be detected
only if the automated account discovery capability has been deployed and includes in its
scan scope such local accounts.

1368
1369
1370
1371
1372
1373
1374
1375
1376
1377

•

Credential access results when an adversary obtains unauthorized privileged access to
enterprise resources or when an adversary modifies credential information in unapproved
ways. An adversary employing the tactic of privileged credential access abuse could use the
technique of trying to obtain legitimate privileged user credentials that belong to another
user by eavesdropping on these credentials as they are sent to and from directories in the
network. The reference design protects against such privileged credential access abuse
through its use of LDAPS (SSL-based encrypted traffic between LDAP servers and clients)
and MFA, which prevents the network sniffing of another privileged user’s credentials.
Further, use of the account escalation (rather than account sharing) design pattern can
mitigate the risk of credential access by minimizing the value of stolen credentials.
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1378

6.5.12 User Behavior Analytics

1379
1380
1381
1382
1383
1384
1385
1386
1387

UBA tracks a system’s user and their interactions with the system, rather than security events or
devices. UBA solutions detect behaviors of concern by combining all relevant data (e.g., network and
client/host-based activity, human resource systems, employee reports, public records, travel records)
and then looking for meaningful patterns of behavior. UBA offers the potential for organizations to
improve their security posture by detecting that an attack—such as a privilege escalation attack—has
been launched or is to be imminently launched, allowing the organization to take preventive, corrective,
and investigative action as appropriate. Detection ideally occurs during the early formative stages of an
attack or before the technical implementation of an attack has been launched, but can also extend until
after the primary phase of an attack has been launched.

1388
1389
1390
1391
1392
1393

Various analytic approaches exist that UBA solutions can leverage to detect privilege escalation attacks,
including static event and threshold analysis, whereby specific patterns of network and client activity are
deemed to signify behaviors of concern. Other approaches include anomaly detection that identifies an
attack based on deviations from a baseline at the organizational, job-role, or individual-employee level.
These baselines can be generated with or without machine learning algorithms, though the level of
computational power required increases with system complexity.

1394
1395
1396
1397
1398

For this build, a UBA capability was not implemented. The low volume of user, client, and network data
transmitted across the example implementations would have been insufficient for a UBA capability to
meaningfully identify patterns or develop a baseline. Furthermore, the selection of a UBA should be
tailored to the business operations and technical infrastructure of an organization. Our test build did not
have the wider set of system operations and connectivity to adequately simulate a financial institution.

1399
1400
1401
1402

Nonetheless, there are some UBA considerations that will be consistent across financial institutions that
wish to select a UBA capability as part of the defense against privilege escalation attacks and other
forms of cyber attacks. Organizations should consider the following issues when contemplating adding
UBA to their security architecture:

1403
1404
1405
1406



Can the UBA detect or enable other types of attacks? Privilege escalation attacks are only one
attack of many that financial organizations face. Organizations may consider UBA for the
detection of alternative avenues of attack or for obscuring alternative types of attack from
detection.

1407
1408
1409
1410
1411
1412
1413
1414



Organizations should consider how UBA can most effectively and efficiently add to the
situational awareness that a privilege escalation attack (or any attack) is underway. Good
situational awareness can involve a combination of notifications, visualizations, administration
and automated system actions, and business processes that are regularly drilled, trained,
evaluated, and based on best practices from the fields of behavioral sciences and human
factors. Failure to act quickly—whether through prevention, mitigation, or investigation—can
generate significant reputational, financial, productivity, legal, and cultural risks that UBA
solutions would be unable to remedy.
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1415

6.6 Deployment Recommendations

1416
1417
1418
1419
1420
1421
1422
1423
1424
1425

When deploying the reference design in an operational environment, organizations should follow
security best practices to address potential vulnerabilities and to ensure that all assumptions upon
which the solution relies are valid, to minimize any risk to the production network. Organizations
leveraging the reference design should adhere to the recommended best practices that are designed to
reduce risk (see the subsections below). Please note that the example implementations of the reference
design did not implement every security recommendation. Organizations should not consider this list of
recommended best practices to be comprehensive; merely following this list will not guarantee a secure
environment. Planning for the deployment of the design gives an organization the opportunity to go
back and audit the privileged account information in their directories and get a more global, correlated,
disambiguated view of the user access roles and attributes.

1426

6.6.1 Patch, Harden, Scan, and Test

1427
1428
1429
1430
1431
1432
1433
1434

Vulnerability assessment programs establish controls and processes to help identify weaknesses within
the organization’s information system components, which could be exploited by attackers to gain
unauthorized access, to disrupt business operations, and to steal or leak sensitive data. The vulnerability
assessment focuses on identifying controls and processes that will provide appropriate protection
against threats that could adversely affect the security of the information system or data entrusted on
the information system. The controls implemented need to be consistent with established policy
requirements to secure against known vulnerabilities in OSs and application software. The following
activities provide additional steps to the IT infrastructure:

1435
1436



Keep OSs up-to-date by patching, version control, and monitoring indicators of compromise
(e.g., performing virus and malware detection, keeping antivirus signatures up-to-date).

1437
1438
1439



Harden all capabilities by deploying on securely configured OSs that use long and complex
passwords and are configured per best practices. Built-in accounts with privileged access rights
should be disabled or closely monitored.

1440



Scan OSs for vulnerabilities and unexpected changes in privileged access.

1441
1442



Test individual capabilities to ensure that they provide the expected Cybersecurity Framework
subcategory support and that they do not introduce unintended vulnerabilities.

1443



Evaluate reference design implementations before going operational with them.

1444
1445
1446
1447
1448
1449

It is also recommended that additional network security strategies are implemented that utilize secure
protocols and processes. However unlikely a targeted attack is for the reference design, the most potent
area of risk remains from within the network itself. Pushing audit log capabilities beyond system log
(syslog) and auditing services into a security monitoring platform increases the likelihood that exploited
trust relationships would be detected quickly. Such deployments would support a defense-in-depth
strategy and assist in transitioning the reference design toward a more resilient state. Specifically, check
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1450
1451
1452

external accounting logs, external syslog logs, booting information (periodically) for information about
the last time that the firewall was reloaded, and the configuration checksum (on a regular basis), and
periodically verify the integrity of other software loaded on the firewall.

1453

6.6.2 Other Security Best Practices

1454
1455



Install, configure, and use each capability of the reference design per the security guidance
provided by the capability vendor.

1456



Change the default password when installing software.

1457
1458
1459
1460



Identify and understand which predefined administrative and other accounts each capability
comes with by default, to eliminate any inadvertent backdoors into these capabilities. Disable all
unnecessary predefined accounts, and, even though they are disabled, change the default
passwords in case a future patch enables these accounts.

1461
1462
1463



Segregate reference design capabilities on their own subnetwork, separate from the production
network, either physically or by using virtual private networks and port-based authentication or
similar mechanisms.

1464
1465
1466



Protect the various reference design subnetworks from each other and from the production
network by using security capabilities, such as firewalls and intrusion detection devices, that are
configured per best practices.

1467
1468
1469
1470



Configure firewalls to limit connections between the reference design network and the
production network, except for the connections needed to support required internetwork
communications to specific internet protocol (IP) address and port combinations in certain
directions.

1471
1472
1473
1474



Configure and verify firewall configurations to ensure that data transmission to and from
reference design capabilities is limited to interactions that are needed. Restrict all permitted
communications to specific protocols and IP address and port combinations in specific
directions.

1475
1476



Monitor the firewalls that separate the various reference design subnetworks from each
another.

1477
1478
1479
1480



Volume C, How-To Guides, contains the firewall configurations that show the rules implemented
in each of the firewalls for an example implementation. These configurations are provided to
enable the reader to reproduce the traffic filtering/blocking that was achieved in the
implementation.

1481
1482
1483
1484
1485



Apply encryption or integrity-checking mechanisms to all information exchanged between
reference design capabilities (i.e., to all user access, policy, and log information exchanged), so
that tampering can be detected. Use only encryption and integrity mechanisms that conform to
the most-recent industry best practices. Note that, in the case of directory reads and writes, the
protected mode is defined as the use of Lightweight Directory Access.
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1486



Strictly control physical access to all assets.

1487
1488
1489
1490
1491
1492



Deploy a configuration management system to serve as a “monitor of monitors” to ensure that
any changes made to the list of information are logged and reported to the monitoring system
or to the analytics in the monitoring system, and that notifications are generated. Such a system
could also monitor whether reference design monitoring capabilities, such as log integrity
capabilities or the monitoring system itself, go offline or stop functioning, and could generate
alerts when these capabilities become unresponsive.

1493
1494
1495



Deploy a system that audits and analyzes directory content to create a description of who has
access to what resources, and to validate that these access permissions correctly implement the
enterprise’s intended business process and access policies.

1496

6.6.3 Deployment Phases

1497
1498
1499
1500
1501
1502
1503

The key to effective PAM solution implementation is to develop and adopt a comprehensive
deployment plan to align security components in the existing infrastructure with and around the PAM
efforts. It is recommended that a phased approach be developed to deploy the PAM solution and that
ensures that short-term and long-term goals can be addressed. It is usually a good practice to develop a
maintenance structure that can address additional and future implementations as well as operational
and security requirements. The following key activities should be considered when adopting the
reference design:

1504



Phase 0: Define the business and technical objectives for the PAM deployment.

1505
1506
1507
1508



Phase I: initial setup and infrastructure preparation to ensure that all of the resources needed to
deploy, operate, and maintain the PAM solution are available. This includes identifying and
documenting privileged users, accounts, critical assets, etc. to management, as well as their
functions. The results of automated account discovery are often useful in this preparation.

1509
1510
1511
1512
1513



Phase II: Deploy the solutions in the reference design to a test set of systems, and tune the
configuration for the desired performance and feature functionality to ensure that appropriate
security events can be identified and logged, that privileged account information and functions
are clearly defined, etc. Measure achievement against the objectives defined in Phase 0; make
rollout or objective changes as needed.

1514
1515
1516



Phase III: broad deployment with use-cases-based testing. It is a good practice to test the
adopted solution and test, based on use cases. Measure achievement against the objectives
defined in Phase 0.

1517
1518
1519
1520



Phase IV: Evaluate the performance of the reference design, and perform a risk assessment to
assess performance and to identify any weaknesses that can compromise the overall security
objectives, based on the identified needs and the defined use case. Measure achievement
against the objectives defined in Phase 0.

1521
1522



Phase V: Manage logs and ensure continuous monitoring. Log management and ongoing events
tuning can be complicated by a large volume of security data. It is important to create processes
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1523
1524
1525

and procedures for collecting, storing, and analyzing security logs from multiple sources and to
prioritize security activities. Integrate with other information security tools in the ecosystem in
ways that support the achievement of the objectives defined in Phase 0.

1526

Each of the phases described above should be designed to fit the needs of the organization.

1527

6.6.4 Policy Recommendations

1528



Define the access policies to enforce the principles of least privilege and separation of duties.

1529
1530
1531
1532



Configure the monitoring capability with comprehensive analytics to identify anomalous
situations that can signal a cyber event. Define enterprise-level workflows that include business
and security rules, to determine each user’s access control authorizations and to ensure that
enterprise access control policy is enforced as completely and accurately as possible.

1533



Develop an attack model to help determine the types of events that should generate alerts.

1534



Ensure that the reference design, when adopted, supports flexible data collection.

1535
1536
1537
1538



Grant only a few users (e.g., human resource administrators) the authority to modify
(e.g., initiate, change, delete) employee access information. Require the approval of more than
one individual to update employee access information. Log all employee access information
modifications. Define workflows to enforce these requirements.

1539
1540



Define applicable doctrine and guidance for feedback processes, monitoring capabilities, and
expected outcome, and develop alternative operational methods to ensure resiliency.

1541

7 Functional Evaluation

1542
1543
1544
1545

A functional evaluation of the PAM example implementation, as constructed in our laboratory, was
conducted to verify that it meets its objective of demonstrating the ability to manage and control access
to the myriad privileged accounts across an enterprise. The evaluation verified that the example
implementation could perform the following functions:

1546



enforce privileged-account-access and privileged-account-use policies

1547



protect against unauthorized access to, and/or use of, privileged accounts

1548
1549
1550

Section 7.1 describes the format and components of the functional test cases. Each functional test case
is designed to assess the capability of the example implementation to perform the functions listed
above and is detailed in Section 7.1.1.

1551

7.1 PAM Functional Test Plan

1552
1553
1554

One aspect of our security evaluation involved assessing how well the reference design addresses the
security characteristics that it was intended to support. The Cybersecurity Framework subcategories
were used to provide structure to the security assessment by consulting the specific sections of each
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1555
1556
1557
1558

standard that are cited in reference to that subcategory. The cited sections provide validation points
that the example solution is expected to exhibit. Using the Cybersecurity Framework subcategories as a
basis for organizing our analysis allowed us to systematically consider how well the reference design
supports the intended security characteristics.

1559
1560
1561

This plan includes the test cases necessary to conduct the functional evaluation of the PAM example
implementation, which is currently deployed in a lab at the NCCoE. The implementation tested is
described in Section 5.

1562
1563
1564

Each test case consists of multiple fields that collectively identify the goal of the test, the specifics
required to implement the test, and how to assess the results of the test. Table 7-1 describes each field
in the test case.

1565

Table 7-1 Test Case Fields
Test Case Field

Description

Parent requirement

Identifies the top-level requirement, or the series of top-level requirements, leading to the testable requirement

Testable requirement

Drives the definition of the remainder of the test case fields, and specifies
the capability to be evaluated

Associated security controls

The NIST SP 800-53 Rev. 4 controls addressed by the test case

Description

Describes the objective of the test case

Associated test cases

In some instances, a test case may be based on the outcome of another
test case(s). For example, analysis-based test cases produce a result that is
verifiable through various means (e.g., log entries, reports, alerts).

Preconditions

The starting state of the test case. Preconditions indicate various starting
state items, such as a specific capability configuration required or specific
protocol and content.

Procedure

The step-by-step actions required to implement the test case. A procedure
may consist of a single sequence of steps, or multiple sequences of steps
(with delineation), to indicate variations in the test procedure.

Expected results

The expected results for each variation in the test procedure

Actual results

The observed results

Overall result

The overall result of the test as pass/fail. In some test case instances, the
determination of the overall result may be more involved, such as determining pass/fail based on a percentage of errors identified.
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1566

7.1.1 PAM Use Case Requirements

1567
1568

Table 7-2 identifies the PAM functional evaluation requirements that are addressed in the test plan, and
the associated test cases.

1569

Table 7-2 PAM Functional Requirements
Capability
Requirement
(CR) ID

Parent Requirement

Subrequirement 1

Test Case

CR 1

The PAM example implementation shall enforce access
and use policies.

N/A

N/A

CR 1.a

N/A

Access denied

PAM-1

CR 1.b

N/A

Access allowed

PAM-1

CR 2

The PAM example implementation shall hide passwords
from users.

Verify password is not displayed
to users

PAM-2 (not applicable to PAM
systems utilizing
privilege escalation)

CR 3

The PAM example implementation shall provide replay of
user actions.

Replay a user session

PAM-3

CR 4

The PAM example implementation shall support two-factor authentication of users.

N/A

N/A

CR 4.a

N/A

Verify two-factor authentication
is operational by using RSA token
and that it fails without the token

PAM-4

CR 4.b

N/A

Verify two-factor authentication
is operational by using OneSpan
(formerly VASCO) token and that
it fails without the token

PAM-4

CR 4.c

N/A

Verify two-factor authentication
is operational by using IdRamp
(Microsoft Authenticator) and
that it fails without the token

PAM-4
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Capability
Requirement
(CR) ID

Parent Requirement

Subrequirement 1

Test Case

CR 5

The PAM example implementation shall log activity, including failed login attempts.

N/A

N/A

CR 5.a

N/A

Verify logs are collected by the security monitoring system

PAM-5

CR 5.b

N/A

Alert is generated for failed login
attempt

PAM-5

CR 6

The PAM example implementation shall include the capability to change account passwords automatically.

N/A

N/A

CR 6.a

N/A

Password change policy can be
set to change the password automatically for an account

PAM-6

CR 6.b

N/A

Password changes after each session

PAM-6

CR 7

The PAM example implementation shall include an emergency access (also called
break glass) capability.

Use of the emergency access allows access to any privileged account within policy

PAM-7

CR 8

The PAM example implementation shall include automated privileged account discovery.

Verify that accounts known to be
privileged are discovered and reported

PAM-8

1570

7.1.2 Test Case: PAM-1

1571

Table 7-3 describes each field in the PAM-1 test case.

1572

Table 7-3 Test Case ID: PAM-1
Parent Requirement

(CR 1) The PAM example implementation shall enforce access policies and use policies.

Testable Requirement

(CR 1.a) Access denied
(CR 1.b) Access allowed

Description

Show that the PAM solution can enforce access and use policies
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Associated Test Cases
Associated Cybersecurity
Framework Subcategories

N/A
ID.AM-6, ID.GV-1, ID.GV.2, ID.GV-4, PR.AC-4, PR.PT-3

Preconditions

Access policies and user accounts are configured with the policy management system. The systems to be managed/administered are configured and operational.

Procedure

Perform the following procedures on each PAM build instance:
1. Access the PAM system user interface.
2. Identify a system (A) known to be unavailable (access outside
policy) to the PAM user.
3. Identify a system (B) known to be available (access within policy)
to the PAM user.
4. Request access to System A. (In some PAM systems, these systems may not be an option.)
5. Request access to System B.
6. Attempt to perform a common action on System A if access is allowed.
7. Attempt to perform a common action on System B if access is allowed.

Expected Results (Pass)

Access is denied to System A (CR 1.a).
Access is allowed to System B (CR 1.b).

Actual Results

PAM Build 1 results:
 CR 1.a – Access is denied to System A.
 CR 1.b – Access is allowed to System B.
PAM Build 2 results:
 CR 1.a – Access is denied to System A.
 CR 1.b – Access is allowed to System B.
PAM Build 3 results:
 CR 1.a – Access is denied to System A.
 CR 1.b – Access is allowed to System B.

Overall Result

Pass
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1573

7.1.3 Test Case: PAM-2

1574

Table 7-4 describes each field in the PAM-2 test case.

1575

Table 7-4 Test Case ID: PAM-2
Parent Requirement

(CR 2) The PAM example implementation shall hide passwords from
users.

Testable Requirement

(CR 2) Verify password is not displayed to users

Description

Show that the PAM solution can hide passwords from users

Associated test cases
Associated Cybersecurity
Framework Ssubcategories
Preconditions

PAM-1
ID.AM-3, ID.GV-4, PR.AC-1, PR.PT-4
The systems are established as configured for CR 1.

Procedure

Perform the following procedures on each PAM build instance:
1. Access the PAM system user interface.
2. Identify a system (B) known to be available (access within policy)
to the PAM user.
3. Request access to System B.
4. Attempt to perform a common action on System B if access is allowed.

Expected Results (Pass)

The password used for authentication to System B is used and is not
displayed to the PAM user (CR 2).

Actual Results

PAM Build 1 results:
 CR 2 – The password used for authentication to System B is used
and is not displayed to the PAM user.
PAM Build 2 results:
 CR 2 – The password used for authentication to System B is used
and is not displayed to the PAM user.
PAM Build 3 results:
 CR 2 – The password used for authentication to System B is used
and is not displayed to the PAM user.

Overall Result

Pass
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1576

7.1.4 Test Case: PAM-3

1577

Table 7-5 describes each field in the PAM-3 test case.

1578

Table 7-5 Test Case ID: PAM-3
Parent Requirement

(CR 3) The PAM example implementation shall provide session replay capabilities.

Testable Requirement

(CR 3) Replay a user session

Description

Show that the PAM solution can provide session replay functionality
for use in training or forensic activities

Associated Test Cases
Associated Cybersecurity
Subcategories
Preconditions

PAM-2
PR.PT-1, RS.AN-3
This test can be run after CR 1 or CR 2.

Procedure

Perform the following procedures on each PAM build instance:
1. Access the PAM system user interface.
2. Request replay of a session known to have occurred. Any session established in CR 1 or CR 2 is sufficient.
3. Replay the session.

Expected Results (Pass)

The session replay is successful (CR 3).
The details of the activity during the session are replayed (CR 3).

Actual Results

PAM Build 1 results:
 CR 3 – The session replay is successful. The details of the activity
during the session are replayed.
PAM Build 2 results:
 CR 3 – The session replay is successful. The details of the activity
during the session are replayed.
PAM Build 3 results:
 CR 3 – The session replay is successful. The details of the activity
during the session are replayed.

Overall Result

Pass
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1579

7.1.5 Test Case: PAM-4

1580

Table 7-6 describes each field in the PAM-4 test case.

1581

Table 7-6 Test Case ID: PAM-4
Parent Requirement

(CR 4) The PAM example implementation shall support two-factor
authentication.

Testable Requirement

(CR 4.a) Two-factor authentication is operational using a RSA token
(CR 4.b) Two-factor authentication is operational using the OneSpan
token mobile solution
(CR 4.c) Two-factor authentication is operational using the IdRamp
(Microsoft Authenticator) mobile solution

Description

Show that the PAM solution can enforce the use of MFA

Associated Test Cases
Associated Cybersecurity
Framework Subcategories
Preconditions

PAM-2
ID.GV-4, PR.AC-1, PR.PT-3
This test can be run after CR 1 or CR 2.

Procedure

Perform the following procedures on each PAM build instance:
1. Access the PAM system user interface.
2. Log into the PAM system (two-factor authentication must be enabled).
3. Log in by using the correct second factor.
4. Attempt login with an incorrect second factor.

Expected Results (Pass)

Two-factor authentication is operational (CR 4.a, CR 4.b, CR 4.c).
Login is prevented without a proper second factor (CR 4.a, CR 4.b,
CR 4.c).

Actual Results

PAM Build 1 results:
 CR 4.a, CR 4.b, CR 4.c – Two-factor authentication is operational.
Login is prevented without a proper second factor.
PAM Build 2 results:
 CR 4.a, CR 4.b, CR 4.c – Two-factor authentication is operational.
Login is prevented without a proper second factor.
PAM Build 3 results:
 CR 4.a, CR 4.b, CR 4.c – Two-factor authentication is operational.
Login is prevented without a proper second factor.

Overall Result

Pass
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1582

7.1.6 Test Case: PAM-5

1583

Table 7-7 describes each field in the PAM-5 test case.

1584

Table 7-7 Test Case ID: PAM-5
Parent Requirement

(CR 5) The PAM example implementation shall log activity, including
failed login attempts.

Testable Requirement

(CR 5.a) Verify logs are collected by the security monitoring system
(CR 5.b) Alert is generated for failed login attempts

Description

Show that the PAM solution can record event logs and integrates with
the security monitoring system (both normal and anomalous events)

Associated Test Cases
Associated Cybersecurity
Framework Subcategories
Preconditions

PAM-4
DE.AE-2, DE.AE-3, DE.AE-5, DE.CM-3, DE.CM-7, RS.CO-2
CR 4

Procedure

Perform the following procedures on each PAM build instance:
1. Access the security monitoring system.
2. View collected logs.
3. Set up alerts for anomalous events that need to be identified.

Expected Results (Pass)

The security monitoring system records events for each component
(CR 5.a).
The security monitoring system provides alerts when a predefined
anomalous activity is detected (failed login attempt) (CR 5.b).

Actual Results

PAM Build 1 results:
 CR 5.a – The security monitoring system records events for each
component.
 CR 5.b – The security monitoring system provides alerts when a
predefined anomalous activity is detected (failed login attempt).
PAM Build 2 results:
 CR 5.a – The security monitoring system records events for each
component.
 CR 5.b – The security monitoring system provides alerts when a
predefined anomalous activity is detected (failed login attempt).
PAM Build 3 results:
 CR 5.a – The security monitoring system records events for each
component.
 CR 5.b – The security monitoring system provides alerts when a
predefined anomalous activity is detected (failed login attempt).
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Overall Result

Pass

1585

7.1.7 Test Case: PAM-6

1586

Table 7-8 describes each field in the PAM-6 test case.

1587

Table 7-8 Test Case ID: PAM-6
Parent Requirement

(CR 6) The PAM example implementation shall include the capability to change account passwords automatically.

Testable Requirement

(CR 6.a) Password change policy can be set to change the password
automatically for an account
(CR 6.b) Password changes after each session

Description

Show that the PAM solution can be configured to automatically
change account passwords

Associated Test Cases
Associated Cybersecurity
Framework Subcategories

PAM-1
ID.GV-4, PR.AC-1, PR.PT-3

Preconditions

CR 4: The packet capture is set up to capture the login username and
password from the PAM system.

Procedure

Perform the following procedures on each PAM build instance:
1. Access the PAM policy management system.
2. Create a password change policy to change the password after
each session.
3. Access the PAM system user interface.
4. Identify a system (B) known to be available (access within policy) to the PAM user.
5. Activate the packet capture for the sessions with System B.
6. Request access to System B.
7. Attempt to perform a common action on System B if access is
allowed.
8. Close the session.
9. Request access to System B (second time).
10. Close the session.

Expected Results (Pass)

The PAM password management system can be configured to change
passwords after each session (CR 6.a).
Passwords are changed after each session (CR 6.b).
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Actual Results

PAM Build 1 results:
 CR 6.a – The PAM password management system can be configured to change passwords after each session.
 CR 6.b – Passwords are changed after each session.
PAM Build 2 results:
 CR 6.a – The PAM password management system can be configured to change passwords after each session.
 CR 6.b – Passwords are changed after each session.
PAM Build 3 results:
 CR 6.a – The PAM password management system can be configured to change passwords after each session.
 CR 6.b – Passwords are changed after each session.

Overall Result

Pass

1588

7.1.8 Test Case: PAM-7

1589

Table 7-9 describes each field in the PAM-7 test case.

1590

Table 7-9 Test Case ID: PAM-7
Parent Requirement

(CR 7) The PAM example implementation shall include an emergency access (also called break glass) capability.

Testable Requirement

(CR 7) Use of the emergency access allows access to any privileged
account within policy

Description

Show that the PAM solution can provide emergency access to any
privileged account within policy

Associated Test Cases
Associated Cybersecurity
Framework Subcategories
Preconditions

Procedure

PAM-2
ID.BE-4
This test can be run after CR 1 or CR 2.
Perform the following procedures on each PAM build instance:
1. Access the PAM system user interface.
2. Request an emergency session using a predefined emergency
credential.
3. Request access to System B.
4. Attempt to perform a common action on System B if access is
allowed.
5. Close the emergency session.
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6. Request an emergency session using an incorrect emergency
credential.
7. Request access to System B.
8. Attempt to perform a common action on System B if access is
allowed.
Expected Results (Pass)

Emergency access using the predefined emergency credential results
in access to the desired system (B) (CR 7).
Emergency access without the predefined emergency credential results in no access allowed (CR 7).

Actual Results

PAM Build 1 results:
 CR 7 – Emergency access using the predefined emergency credential results in access to the desired system (B). Emergency
access without the predefined emergency credential results in
no access allowed.
PAM Build 2 results:
 CR 7 – Emergency access using the predefined emergency credential results in access to the desired system (B). Emergency
access without the predefined emergency credential results in
no access allowed.
PAM Build 3 results:
 CR 7 – Emergency access using the predefined emergency credential results in access to the desired system (B). Emergency
access without the predefined emergency credential results in
no access allowed.

Overall Result

Pass

1591

7.1.9 Test Case: PAM-8

1592

Table 7-10 describes each field in the PAM-8 test case.

1593

Table 7-10 Test Case ID: PAM-8
Parent Requirement

(CR 8) The PAM example implementation shall include automated
privileged account discovery.

Testable Requirement

(CR 8) Verify that accounts known to be privileged are discovered and
reported

Description

Show that the PAM solution can automatically discover privileged accounts

Associated Test Cases

PAM-2
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Associated Cybersecurity
Framework Subcategories
Preconditions

PR.AC-1, DE-AE-2, RS.CO-2
This test can be run after CR 1 or CR 2.

Procedure

Perform the following procedures on each PAM build instance:
1. Access the PAM system user interface.
2. Request an automated privileged account discovery process for
a selected directory.
3. Review the results of the process.
4. Add a privileged account to a directory.
5. Request an automated privileged account discovery process for
the selected directory.
6. Review the results of the process.

Expected Results (Pass)

Automated privileged account discovery should identify the newly
created account (CR 8).

Actual Results

PAM Build 1 results:
 CR 8 – Automated privileged account discovery should identify
the newly created account.
PAM Build 2 results:
 CR 8 – Automated privileged account discovery should identify
the newly created account.
PAM Build 3 results:
 CR 8 – Automated privileged account discovery should identify
the newly created account.

Overall Result

Pass
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List of Acronyms

API

Application Programming Interface

ATT&CK

Adversarial Tactics, Techniques, and Common Knowledge

CAT

Cybersecurity Assessment Tool

COI

Community of Interest

CR

Capability Requirement

DE

Detect

FFIEC

Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council

FID

Federated Identity

FIPS

Federal Information Processing Standards

IaaS

Infrastructure as a Service

ID

Identify

IdAM

Identity and Access Management

IEC

International Electrotechnical Commission

IP

Internet Protocol

ISO

International Organization for Standardization

IT

Information Technology

LDAP

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

LDAPS

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol over SSL

MFA

Multifactor Authentication

N/A

Not Applicable

NCCoE

National Cybersecurity Center of Excellence

NICE

National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education

NIST

National Institute of Standards and Technology

OMB

Office of Management and Budget

OS

Operating System
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PaaS

Platform as a Service

PAM

Privileged Account Management

PR

Protect

RDP

Remote Desktop Protocol

RS

Respond

SaaS

Software as a Service

SAML

Security Assertion Markup Language

SIEM

Security Information and Event Management

SP

Special Publication

SQL

Structured Query Language

SSH

Secure Shell

SSL

Secure Sockets Layer

Syslog

System Log

TLS

Transport Layer Security

UBA

User Behavior Analytics
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